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CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Okay. I'd like to call 

iiis committee hearing to order. We've been, we've been 

Doking at the local government radar use since I've been a 

amber of the General Assembly and long before. And one of 

tie things that this committee wants to do is make sure 

tiat if we do bring a bill, that it is probably the very 

sst that could possibly be crafted in order to protect the 

storing public, allow police to have a method of speed 

antrol, and used in a way that is very prudent in its use. 

Now, saying all those things, let me tell you 

iiis has not been an easy trip. And we had various members 

tio had either amendments or bills that they wanted to 

ffer. And in doing that, in conversation, in discussions 

Lth Representative Leh, we have decided that no bill will 

Dine out of this committee unless it's Representative Leh's 

111 and no bill will come out unless we've spent a 

remendous amount of time crafting that legislation. 

And I just want to tell you that Dennis Leh 

as done a fantastic job in doing that. I know that he's 

Dt nearly as liberal as you think he is. But he's getting 

here now. And I'd like to turn this meeting and the rest 

E the day over to Dennis Leh. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Thank you very much, Mr. 

lairman. I'm not sure really how to accept that. In its 

nfinite wisdom or lack thereof, the Chairman has given me 
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ie responsibility of crafting a piece of legislation to 

rant local police departments the authority to use radar. 

Primarily, he's done that — at least the 

iason why he told me that that was his wishes is that I've 

Lways been a very strong opponent of the use of local 

idar. So I guess he felt that if we're going to have a 

>cal radar bill, we're going to have one that does what 

ie local police want it to do but at the same time protect 

ie motoring public from any abuse. 

With that said, what I would like to do now is 

3k the members from my right to the left to introduce 

lemselves by name and county; and then we can get started. 

: is getting late in the day. We do — we would like to 

3 out of here before 5:00. 

I know a lot of other folks here have things 

ley need to do tonight, and so we hope to stay on time. 

id I would ask those that are presenting testimony, if 

ley can do it without reading word for word, if they can 

xnewhat summarize that testimony, the committee would be 

reatly appreciative of it so we can move along. From my 

Lght. 

REPRESENTATIVE McGILL: Gene McGill, 

jntgomery County. 

REPRESENTATIVE MARSICO: Ron Harsico, Dauphin 

>unty. 
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REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: Katharine Watson, part 

E Bucks County. 

REPRESENTATIVE SAYLOR: Stan Saylor, York 

junty. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Russ Fairchild, 

lyder and Union County. 

MR. PARSELLS: Paul Parsells, Director of the 

smmittee for the Democratic Caucus. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: David Levdansky, 

Llegheny County. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: And I'm from Berks County, 

f the way, for those who don't know. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Rick Geist, Blair County. 

MR. BUGAILE: Eric Bugaile, the Executive 

Lrector of the committee. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Tony Melio, Bucks 

aunty. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: Jess Stairs, 

sstmoreland County. 

REPRESENTATIVE SANTONI: Dante Santoni, Berks 

aunty. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Thank you very much. 

REPRESENTATIVE BARD: Ellen Bard, Montgomery 

aunty. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Oh. Sorry, Ellen. I'm 
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jrry. I didn't see you there. With that done, I'd like 

5, the committee would like to ask Mr. Ted Leonard to come 

jrward and present his testimony. Mr. Leonard is with the 

snnsylvania AAA. 

MR. LEONARD: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: And you can begin whenever 

ju're ready. 

MR. LEONARD: Thank you. In the interest of 

iving time and at your request, I will skip over much of 

le prelude of what I had in my written testimony and move 

i to really what is on page 2, which I think is really the 

sat of the issue. 

And the fact is that AAA members have been 

/enly divided on the question of local police use of radar 

or many, many years. Now, our most recent survey, which 

s took in December of last year, showed that 49 percent of 

le respondents supported local police use of radar while 

L percent of those who answered the survey opposed it. 

And I would add that in wording the question 

3 to the local police use of radar, it was a 

braightforward question: Do you oppose, or do you 

lpport? We did not really get into any of the details or 

xiditions in the questioning. 

And one of our concerns regarding the question 

E local police radar usage is the potential misuse of 
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Ldar to generate municipal revenues. And while we support 

te many protective measures in House Bill 1961, we believe 

lat perhaps instead of limiting municipalities' total 

ivenue from radar fines to 5 percent, that all the fines 

irnered from radar fines should go into a state fund, 

>ssibly the Motor License Fund. 

And we support those provisions of House Bill 

•61 requiring the use of radar by only full-time police 

•ficers. We also support the requirement for a 

idar-utilizing vehicle to be in plain sight or to be 

Lghly visible and also the inclusion of sufficient 

raining requirements for officers using radar. 

AAA, as I mentioned, has had a long-standing 

id high regard for the many outstanding officers in our 

iw enforcement community and their efforts to improve 

raffic safety. We believe that the most effective means 

: traffic enforcement is still the visible police 

resence. 

We commend the sponsors of House Bill 1961 for 

leir efforts in providing law enforcement officials the 

>ols that they desire while providing safeguards against 

le misuse of radar to generate revenues instead of 

lforcing traffic safety. 

And I thank the committee for this opportunity 

> allow us to provide comment on House Bill 1961. And I'd 
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s happy to both answer questions at this time and to work 

Lth the committee and committee members to make any 

nendments to House Bill 1961 or any improvements. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Thank you, Ted. I 

less the first question I have is with regards to the 5 

srcent. Now, in all honesty, that's a figure that 

asically I think we pulled out of the air as a starting 

Dint. And maybe the figure's too high. I don't know. 

If you have a large municipality with a huge 

ldget, then you could be talking some big bucks. 

MR. LEONARD: Exactly. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: But on the other hand, I 

less I see a local government entity using their police 

Dree to do what their police force is supposed to do; and 

hat's, that's to control speeders and whatever. So they 

re performing a service. 

And I guess I have a hard time with wanting to 

Lve the state all the money that they take rather than 

ist not giving them some because they are performing the 

Db. This isn't something that the state police are going 

D do. 

This is something that a local police force is 

Ding to conduct. And, you know, I think, I think they 

2ed to be paid for it; but it might be just a matter of 

DW much. It may not be the 5 percent. But I think there 
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lould be some figure there. 

MR. LEONARD: Well, obviously, they should be 

Llowed to recover any costs of the operation. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I understand. I understand 

DU weren't talking about actual costs being recovered. 

MR. LEONARD: Right, right. But if the 

ytivation is traffic safety, as we believe it should be, 

len it really shouldn't matter to them where the money 

Des. And that, again, is our concern. And we'd be happy 

3 work with the committee on that. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Thank you. Any 

lestions? Yes. Representative Fairchild. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you, Chairman 

sh. Does your organization in Pennsylvania or in the 

lited States have any statistical figures on, on 

micipalities that may have used this as a windfall? 

MR. LEONARD: No, we don't have any 

batistics. It's only anecdotal what we've read in 

swspapers and so forth. Recently, a year or so ago, there 

is a community which did complain about how those revenues 

sre no longer available to them. And I think the figure 

sntioned in the paper was it took away one-third of the 

seal revenue. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: In your -- and 

srhaps you can't make this judgment, or opinion. But in 
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>ur opinion, are these — when these activities are 

.lowed to happen, do you think they're generated mostly 

>r income purposes or safety purposes? And when I say 

ifety, not necessarily going the speed but directly 

wards areas that have a, say, high accident rate. 

MR. LEONARD: Well, if there were areas that 

id a high accident rate, certainly we would support any 

>ols that could be used to enhance safety in that area. 

lr concern would be that this could be looked at as a 

jvenue operation to generate revenues through this means 

id perhaps keep taxes down, local taxes down and used to 

ilance the budget in a municipality. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Representative 

svdansky. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. I just want to follow up on a point made by 

spresentative Leh. And maybe you can help me. I want to 

ike sure I understand this. Under, under present law, 

3cal police departments use VASCAR and other speed-timing 

svices. 

MR. LEONARD: Correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Correct me if I'm 

cong. But when they fine a citizen for a violation of the 

3tor Vehicle Code for speeding or whatever, that local 
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jvernment receives all the revenue from that particular 

Ltation; is that correct? 

MR. LEONARD: I don't believe that's right. A 

artion of it. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Yes, yes. 

MR. LEONARD: And a portion goes to the state. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay. And under 

resent law, when the state police enforce speeding laws 

3ing VASCAR or radar and they write a citation, a portion 

E the revenue from that citation goes back to that 

inicipality as well. 

MR. LEONARD: That's my understanding. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: So we have state 

slice, who are paid for with state taxpayer dollars, 

iforcing the speeding laws and yet local governments get 

avenue from it. 

MR. LEONARD: Correct, some. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Like a windfall. 

Lke, they don't incur any costs because it's state police. 

MR. LEONARD: Correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: But they derive the 

avenue. 

MR. LEONARD: Correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: I mean, you heard 

lat Representative Leh said. I mean, maybe while we're 
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saling with this issue of equity and cost of enforcement, 

i ought to deal with, with it on both sides, too. I mean, 

can understand where if local governments using — if we 

jrmit them to use radar and they're paying for their 

srsonnel and they're paying for the equipment, there is an 

rgument that can be made — and I'm sure it will later 

1 — by local government officials that they deserve the 

svenue from that. 

But if that's the case, the situation where 

le state police are doing the enforcement, then maybe the 

:ate ought to derive all the revenue from that since it's 

le state that's incurring the cost. 

MR. LEONARD: That's something that could be 

soked at. But what you just mentioned is if the local 

micipalities garner any revenue, there becomes a point, I 

link, in which you question what is it really being used 

ar. Is it the enforcement of traffic safety, or are we 

ltting more people out there simply to use the radar and 

jnerate revenue? 

I can't say for certainty that that would 

ippen, or I couldn't point a finger to anywhere that it 

>uld happen. I'm just saying that that is a concern. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Maybe some of the 

>ove. Maybe all of the above. 

MR. LEONARD: Possibly. 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Thank you. Paul 

irsells. 

MR. PARSELLS: Ted, real quick. I know you've 

ane these surveys in the past. And I'm wondering if they 

ive changed because a lot of our municipalities, a lot of 

lr members have heard that, a lot of complaints about 

seeding; and they're looking for solutions for speeding. 

it yet most of the comments that we've heard also were 

2ry opposed to local radar. 

Have you seen any shift in your surveys? Has 

lere been an increase in interest in radar? 

MR. LEONARD: Well, anticipating that 

lestion, Paul, I did go back and look at our past surveys 

rer the past few years. We do them every 2 years, and I 

snt back and checked a couple of them. The results have 

sen pretty similar, pretty much split down. As I said, 51 

3 49. There's really never been a wide variance on this 

3 sue. 

MR. PARSELLS: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: It was just pointed out to 

s by Eric Bugaile that we are just talking about a $25 

Lne; in other words, not, not any other costs that they 

suld attach. Another question on top of that is I guess 

le concern I have — and it was pointed out to me by a 
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>toring activist. And that was, his concern was if the 

:ate would collect the revenues, what would prevent us 

:om encouraging local police to up their quotas? 

I mean, we're just as guilty as being money 

rubbing as anybody else. So I mean, that's a concern 

lat, that I have, too. I don't see that as necessarily a 

jlution, simply saying that, Well, you know, we don't 

rust the local municipalities to handle such, such monies 

id such revenues. We trust the state government. 

Well, I have just as much concern about state 

ivernment being in charge of collecting those funds for 

le obvious reasons. 

MR. LEONARD: I think the local police would 

robably tend to be more responsive to their local 

inicipalities. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Any questions on my left 

3wn here? We have two new members that — oh. 

spresentative Tony Melio. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Yeah. My question is 

3 Representative Leh. Is this going to be on — like, if 

MI have a 25 mile speed limit, is this going to be used on 

lose roads? 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: All the roads -- and I'm 

3suming that this will come out in other testimony. All 

le roads where radar will be allowed to be used, those 
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jads have to be certified the same as PennDOT certifies 

le highways on which they set the speed limits. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Because there's some 

aads, even here in the Harrisburg area, where you have 2 

mes and it's like a 35 mile speed limit. And most of the 

sople that drive there go over that 35 mile speed limit 

scause there's 2 lanes, 4 lanes. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Yeah. Certifying the speed 

unit is simply using PennDOT's criteria to adopt the 

coper posted speed for that road. And therefore, I think 

lere was some concern that municipalities could just go 

it and we could have a 4-lane highway that was capable of 

iking traffic 55 miles an hour in a township that put up a 

5 mile an hour speed zone and a police car with a radar 

in at the end of it and collect a lot of money. 

But that's not the case. They would have 

s — any highway that they use radar on has to be 

srtified. So we have, I think we have two members that 

ave showed up. Representative Jere Strittmatter from 

ancaster County and Representative Stetler from York 

aunty. Any questions from you folks? (No response.) 

Okay. That being said, Ted, thank you very 

ich. Appreciate it. And this committee always 

spreciates and is very respectful of the fine work the 

VAs do. So thank you. 

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR 
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MR. LEONARD: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Thank you very much. Next, 

:. Don Bailey, a name that's very familiar here to us in 

irrisburg, and Crystal Lyde. Is that how you pronounce 

>ur name, Ma'am? 

MR. BAILEY: Crystal Lyde. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Lyde. Okay. That's okay. 

ike your time. Gather yourselves together. Begin at your 

m, in your own good time. 

MR. BAILEY: Forgive me for rushing up here. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: No problem. Thank you for 

>ming today. We appreciate it. 

MR. BAILEY: Thank you, Sir, very much. I 

Mild submit some prepared remarks a little later, Mr. 

lairman, members of the committee. Hi, Jess. How are 

3U? How are you doing? And I'll be happy to do that if 

smeone would want me to do so. 

When I was requested to come down and offer 

xne, some testimony, one of the things that I did want to 

3, I invited Crystal Lyde. I think you probably, because 

E her technical knowledge, might really have more 

lestions of her than you would of me. 

I plan to be very brief since she's had 

cperience in working the field with Pennsylvania State 

ilice, both in the airplane and on the ground, with radar. 
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:'s been some years, of course, since I was Auditor 

jneral and some years since we did an investigation into 

>me of the problems associated really at the time with 

rogram audit-type work on the certification process 

irrounding the utilization of speed verification means. 

And I don't have that report. But in the 

rocess of doing the program audit, I'm going to share with 

)u, for what it's worth, some opinions and some 

^commendations. And I'm going to do that more from the 

jrspective of someone who's been outside of government for 

iny, many years and someone who's now involved as a lawyer 

1 private practice and someone who is a civil rights 

iwyer in private practice. 

And when we talk about civil rights, typically 

2 bring to mind issues having to do with sexual 

rientation and/or sex harassment and/or race issues 

scause they're the politic or sexy media-type issues. But 

sally, most of the civil rights work I do — and I 

^present incidentally many, many police officers, believe 

: or not — really have to do with interfaces where 

sople, usually as a matter of principle, feel very upset 

sout what's happened to them in the process of law 

iforcement. 

And let me begin my remarks by saying that the 

ist majority of our police officers are fine people. 
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ley're dedicated people. They work very, very hard. I'm 

sing to recommend to you, however, that you not give the 

Lnd of powers that I believe you're considering giving to 

seal police officers. A number of reasons for that. 

I'm going to rely largely on my memory of the 

jrk that we did in investigations. And the second thing 

'm going to do is try to bring your attention to something 

lat we learned about other countries. We did some work in 

anada on the issue and in other states that are very 

Lfferent. 

Pennsylvania has the largest number of small 

micipalities, small municipal corporations and 

irisdictions than any other state in the union to my 

lowledge. I may not be correct on that, but I believe 

tiat they do. 

One of the problems with the technical means 

/ailable to local police forces in using radar, for 

cample, to enforce speed verification is a jurisdictional 

le. Many boroughs are small. The access to many boroughs 

ransportation-wise is relatively limited or lies in a 

Lmited kind of a circumstance where simply citing a 

shicle properly, identifying a vehicle in traffic 

roperly, or stopping and pursuing that vehicle augments 

inflicts which frequently occur at the local level between 

irisdictions. It's a very, very common problem. 
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You have to know here in your capacity as 

ansportation members that I'm sure you hear frequently 

out pursuit problems, interference of local police in 

rsuit jurisdictionally on speeding problems and other 

risdictions, et cetera. I think that turning that, that 

igger over, I think, is going to create that problem. 

And again, I'm not commenting negatively on 

>cal police forces. They are, however, underpaid. They 

e undertrained. Frequently, the officers are shared in 

trisdictions. And whether any of us like it or not — and 

lis is an opinion from me. Again, an outsider looking 

L — I think that there's going to be a tendency, perhaps 

: would be relatively rare — I would hope — to use the 

teeding, speed enforcement laws and particularly the radar 

ichanism as a way to raise money, as a way to finance and 

iy for the cost of local police enforcement which every 

tall municipality wants. 

I think it's extremely unwise for you to 

sally turn that kind of power over to local law 

iforcement. And a lot of folks don't want to say that, 

Lt I will say it. I think that the vast majority of your 

sople out there are going to behave. They're going to be, 

Ley'11 behave very well. 

Many of your local municipalities are going to 

:eat you very well. They're going to treat the citizens 
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ry well. But here and there, you're going to develop a 

ieed trap mentality. And that's not something you have at 

e Pennsylvania State Police that I find in my experience 

e extremely well-trained and extremely professional in 

iat they do on a trooper by trooper basis. 

I think you can develop all kinds of 

iplications if you don't want to. And I'll add a couple 

her things to it because these are things that appeared 

lere we had opinions and information offered to us when we 

.d the investigation on the certification issue. 

The economy today is relatively 

Lterdependent. You got many people out there that drive 

ir roads that do wholesale and retail work. Speed 

tanges, zone changes, speed limit changes can occur very, 

sry rapidly. 

You know, do you want to be the state that's 

»ing to be viewed by people from outside and people that 

tnt to do business as a place where you got to watch for a 

teed trap here or there or you have to be concerned about 

ting and doing business? 

I don't think you're going to find that the 

wers that a police officer has today — and incidentally, 

: a police officer observes you going down a street and 

iat police officer can go before a magistrate — and 

dice officers don't lose in front of magistrates, ladies 
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id gentlemen. Not very often they don't. 

That's a relatively friendly environment for 

Lose folks. It's the way law enforcement is in 

tnnsylvania, and it's a reality out there. The fact is, 

tat police officer can testify as to speed. And if that 

>lice officer feels strongly that you're doing 20, 30, 40 

.les over, excessively over an excessive speed in a speed 

me, that officer, all that officer has to do is cite you. 

He can take you into that magistrate's 

saring. He can testify to that information. The 

Lgistrate can make a decision as to who's telling the 

:uth and render a judgment. I think you'd be making a 

irrible mistake for Pennsylvania's economy. 

I think you'd be increasing the burdens on our 

.ready overburdened criminal justice system. You know you 

Lve a right of de novo appeal to a Common Pleas Court 

rstem now. From a magistrate's decision, you wouldn't 

ive that in the case of a traffic citation. 

I know all you know these things. And I'm not 

Liking down. Please forgive me. But I think it would be 

terrible mistake. I think if we all really knew what 

snt on with those lines they draw on the road — I can 

Lke, I can take everyone up there and I'll put a stopwatch 

i your hand. 

If I draw those lines close together, I'm 
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>ing to — I'll tell you what. I'll bet you next year's 

ilary you won't get, you won't get two or three of you to 

;t the same time when you're trying to operate that kind 

: approach on who's crossing what line. You can't do it. 

Now, you spread those lines out, you give 

>mebody a vantage point where they can view those lines 

id they're a quarter of a mile apart, you'd start to get 

>me relative, some relative accuracy to the point where 

ist about anybody can do that kind of work. 

Radar, this young lady here can testify — and 

m going to turn the mike over to her. I've spoken too 

xig already. Although, you're kind listeners. And she 

in tell you about some of the problems. And I don't know 

E the state police have taken a, an official position. I 

spe that they have. 

And I hope they would oppose this legislation 

jcause I think they — my understanding is they haven't 

iken a position on it. I wish they would speak to it. 

idies and gentlemen, from the standpoint of your average 

Ltizen out there, this would be an error. 

Police officers have good, they have a good 

liver of arrows that they can use in cases of abuse. And 

i don't need more interference. It's ironic. Republicans 

id Democrats need to get together on civil libertarian 

ssues. I really think that's where we all ought to 
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free — and I think we all do — about the rights of our 

.tizens. 

Turn you over to Crystal Lyde. Thank you very 

ich. Tony, how are you doing? 

MS. LYDE: Good afternoon. It's a pleasure to 

s here. I was a Harrisburg police officer from '79 to 

10, and I was trained at the Pennsylvania State Police 

sademy during that time period. I went to the State 

>lice Academy the following year as a trooper and 

stired — can you hear me okay? 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Can you just move the mike 

ist a little bit nearer? Can all the members hear her? 

cay. Go ahead. Try it now. 

MS. LYDE: Okay. I was with the Pennsylvania 

:ate Police until 1999 when I retired. I was certified as 

l AOV, an aerial observer, where we went up in a fixed 

Lng and clocked by air. And I also used the radar by 

rself and with other individuals with the radar details, 

iderally funded programs and so forth. 

I do have a prepared statement which I'd like 

> go over now* And if you have any questions, I'll 

itertain them afterwards. 

Radar is a tool of power. Properly used in 

te designated hands of the Pennsylvania State Troopers on 

ijor highways of Pennsylvania, radar has enforcement power 
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i create a safe speed environment for those traveling in 

ie Commonwealth. 

Radar in the hands of local police departments 

eates a power that threatens the lives and futures of the 

lople in an area where it cannot provide the same safety 

isues in their jurisdictions but instead cuts short the 

ves of a people of purpose and destiny. 

The power radar holds in the hands of the user 

in be corrupt. Radar was designed to create a situation 

Ld circumstance for the motoring population of the 

omnonwealth of Pennsylvania to adhere to the Vehicle Code 

iws of this state. 

Pennsylvania State Troopers are then to apply 

ie letter of the law versus the spirit of the law while 

ibmitting themselves to the guidelines of the field and 

Lministrative regulations of the department. I am not 

isinuating that state police officers have less 

tportunities for the power of corruption with the radar 

lit than local police departments would have. 

If that were the case, we wouldn't have 

.tuations such as driving while black, police brutality, 

id other circumstances of the like on the highways of this 

immonwealth perpetrated by certain state police. What I 

ive been led to say in truth is that when radar is in use, 

. should be in a location that is free of situations that 
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ck safety and circumstances that once the officer has the 

leged violator in sight, that the operator would not lose 

.ght of the vehicle, thus ensuring the correct violator 

is been stopped. 

How much of a high speed pursuit would that 

Ificer have in attempting to stop that vehicle? How 

my roads in this Commonwealth — local police 

irisdictions — have locations that are designed to handle 

.gh speed pursuit or even a case where a vehicle would 

irn a corner, the officer lose sight and stop the wrong 

shicle or in his zeal or her zeal to make an arrest only 

> become the top pinch person — traffic arrests 

tde — at their department to get special benefits from 

leir chain of command? 

Are you willing to sell your souls for a 

.dden quota system for radar arrests that you know have 

te potential to develop and breed corruption in the name 

: revenue for the local police departments? Are you 

repared to return to these types of hearings to hash over 

le same issues should this pass? 

How many times does an officer have to display 

ie power to stop someone by using his radar to inflict 

teir own personal prejudices against a population not 

sadily prepared to defend themselves? How many children, 

.derly and families need to be struck, run over, killed, 
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eir futures devastated by permanent bodily injuries that 

iuld cut short their physical talents that they have been 

rposed for in this life? 

How much blood would be on your hands at the 

.me of judgment before you wake up and understand that 

fain it may be a family member of yours that suffers at 

ie hands of a situation and circumstance where a local 

dice officer exercises his power in a reckless manner in 

ie use of radar that will cause devastation? 

What will it take to remove the scales over 

»ur eyes to say no to a situation and circumstance that 

>u have been ordained with the power to deny the use of? 

m sure you're aware of tunnel vision that occurs when an 

ificer's adrenaline gets so pumped up that he or she can't 

se to the left or right. 

In a man's need to succeed financially, malls 

id housing developments are being built in places that 

>uld have been safe for radar. Now strings of traffic 

.ghts are commonplace and create an unsafe haven for the 

;e of radar in these local jurisdictions. You're just as 

lilty as the officer causing the devastation if you 

tleash that power in their hands. 

We have good people in our local and state 

dice departments. Blessed are the peacemakers, for they 

tall be called the sons of God. What happens when you 
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ve that power of the use of radar to that negative 

ement that exists in every facet of life, that negative 

ement that exists and grows in evil, a power that infects 

id is infested in the police officer who becomes that hot 

>g cop, that they become so enveloped in the operation of 

ie radar unit that they don't stop to patrol the high 

ime areas or make themselves available to be in a 

•cation where your daughter is raped, your home is 

irglarized, or your sons are approached by drugs and the 

lacekeepers, our servants to the public at large, are not 

i place? 

Do you choose now to be in God's permissive 

.11, or will you decide to make a change and be in his 

srfect will? He is raising up a people to meet their 

irpose and destiny? Will you be the one to aid his people 

i meeting their purpose and destiny that will glorify God, 

' will you be that source that will cut short everything 

tat God has ordained in their lives at an intersection 

tat purpose and destiny meet in the flesh, an intersection 

: death and destruction? 

Will their blood be on your hands, or will 

mr decision on this issue reflect a jewel on your crown 

>r being in his perfect will to mandate what you know is 

ght in your heart? I implore you to utilize your 

thority and deny the release the power to use the radar 
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LS to the local police departments for the sake of the 

ifety of the roads of this Commonwealth and the people who 

.ve and travel through it. 

Of course, the choice is yours. Use wisdom 

id post a not for sale sign in your hearts on this issue 

id be that servant that you have been ordained to be for 

le purposed people of this Commonwealth you swore before 

>d to protect. 

I'm not insinuating that each and every police 

fficer, local or state, are corrupt by nature. But every 

>b and everywhere in each commonwealth, you have that 

Lement. 

MR. BAILEY: I think that Crystal's weakness 

i that she doesn't feel strongly enough about this issue. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Yeah. Where do you stand on 

le issue? At this time, I'd like to recognize Chairman 

Lck Geist to ask some questions. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: If I may, are you 

:acticing law now? 

MS. LYDE: I'm a paralegal now. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: The question goes to this: 

ive you read the bill as it's in print now at length? 

MS. LYDE: No, I have not, not in its 

itirety. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: We've addressed an awful 
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>t of what your comments were to try to balance this thing 

it. And the police officers that we have worked with in 

rafting this have been very aware of just about everything 

lat you've said to the point that I've had a very 

lpleasant incident with a police chief who wants included 

1 this, who I don't think in any way, shape, or form 

lould be part of this and neither do the people that 

rafted the bill. 

So I think that we're aware of it. And what 

5're trying to do is reach that heavenly balance, as you 

jeak. And I think that Dennis Leh has divine guidance 

len it comes to all of this. Thank you. 

MR. BAILEY: Can I do one brief comment, Mr. 

lairman? It will be very, very brief. You know, there 

robably are ways to address some of those, some of those 

Lfficulties. And I'm sure that that's so. One of the 

sal problems I think is when you get into radar, you get 

ito limits. 

You know, you get into — if you got a 35 mile 

Lmit, how much room do you leave? Sometimes it's 

sgislatively done. Sometimes it's done by custom and 

ractice. Sometimes it varies. I can remember driving the 

snnsylvania Turnpike at a time where if you were one mile 

rer the limit, you'd be written up for that. At other 

Lmes, you know, they'll allow you 10 miles an hour and 
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at sort of thing. 

I just think what you're going to be creating 

i from the standpoint of how the public appears to move 

om municipality after municipality in the state. 

onetimes you can, sometimes you can overregulate and 

erpolice. And it has a very negative effect on commerce 

id business and people just being out there and living and 

>ing things because you're going to get unequal 

iforcement, even among the best of people. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Representative Jess Stairs. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: Yes. Thank you, Mr. 

tairman. A question for Mr. Bailey and also the former 

rooper. And Don, you mentioned earlier about small 

>mmunitiesf which we have a lot in Western Pennsylvania, 

sross the Commonwealth. 

But, you know, I'm aware that we have radar on 

te Turnpike and our major highways where distance is not a 

oblem or it's easy, pretty easy to do. But in your small 

immunities, not only do you have a short distance but you 

Lve curves, you have hills. 

And do you feel that radar can be as effective 

L a congested area that's condensed, you might say, or a 

tall area versus maybe a wide open highway as to — what's 

ie difference between the two? And I suspect a wide open 

.ghway would be much more effective. Maybe you can 
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Idress that. 

MR. BAILEY: Well, there's a huge difference. 

Lrst of all, there are line of sight mechanisms. And that 

sans, you know, you got — it's between the target 

:guisition and the, the measurement and the calibration 

lat goes on if the machine does its job along with all of 

le costs because you're going to end up paying for them. 

You're going to end up paying for 

srtification. There's going to be an industry in 

srtification. You have the same kind of calibration 

roblems, incidentally, with DUI and the Breathalyzer 

svices. Their accuracy — I'll say this publicly — is 

3t what we think it is. It is not. 

One of the problems you mentioned — I'll give 

DU a good example, Jess, because it's right out in your 

Lstrict out there — is with hills. Let's say you're 

anting up from Donegal there. You're going up 711. You're 

>ing up and down those little grades and over some of 

lose hills there. 

If you come down, if you break a crest of a 

Lll on a radar and that machine can get a read or can get 

read on you right away, if you're coming down the hill, 

spending upon where that thing picks you up, you might 

Lck up speed. You might pick up 5, 10, or 15 over or 

lickly enter into a 35 mile zone. 
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I just think that the price you pay — not 

icause the good folks are going to do things wrongly 

icause I don't think they will. But from time to time, 

lu're going to bump into mentalities. And this is a 

oblem. It was a problem in the south, a very, very 

srious one that they have largely eliminated. 

And they're now viewed as more forward looking 

t many ways than we are. And I hate to see us go back. 

:'s that you get those kinds of situations where even if 

>u can work at it and try to eliminate those people that 

re unfair, there's no way to get the inequities out of the 

rstem, the curves, the zone, the turns, the vehicle's 

>ming down the hill. 

Somebody — you know, you got, you got a big 

>hn Deere hauling a hay wagon. Somebody pulls out and 

Lsses. If they got a short period of time they got to get 

Lck in and go over, how do you accommodate those things? 

police officer gets a couple local teenagers that become 

problem and, you know, almost it becomes tempting to the 

>int of, you know, it's whose authority's involved. You 

>n't have that kind of thing with the state police. 

And I'm not saying radar should just be 

>nfined to the highway either. But you can get the state 

dice assistance, and there may be other ways. I think a 

anket approval would be a financial and political error. 
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id that's the way I see it. I know that territory real 

sll, those, you know — 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: That was my concern. 

MR. BAILEY: Yeah. I think it's a real 

roblem. I really do. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair now recognizes 

jpresentative Tony Melio from Bucks County. 

MR. BAILEY: Hi, Tony. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Don, do you know how 

my states other than Pennsylvania allow local radar by 

le local police? 

MR. BAILEY: I don't know. No, Tony, I don't. 

can tell you that in the western states, it's fairly 

>mmon. You get into a state like Wyoming, I mean, I've 

sen there and seen some of these things. You go into 

>dy, Wyoming. You know, you're at the east gate of 

illowstone, let's say, and you're driving and you come to 

you know, it's a 45 and then it's a 35. 

Now, they have things where they tell you that 

>eed limit's going to drop down so far ahead and that sort 

: thing. Now, people don't breathe beyond that speed 

jnit at that place. They don't do that. Okay. But 

roming is not a Pennsylvania. 

I mean, you know, the entire population of 
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oming make up a half of Allegheny County, if that. I 

link less. It's, you know, I think it's just all these 

ltiple jurisdictions. But honestly, I can't tell you 

day. I think it's relatively small, but I could be 

ong. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: The only other question 

have is, Trooper Lyde, in your experience with the radar, 

•u mentioned pursuit and you were up in the helicopter. 

id you said they may have to chase the individual. With 

is use of the photo ops now, would that make it 

inecessary? Would they take a picture? Or do you think 

te pursuit's — 

MS. LYDE: It really depends on the officer 

Lsically because if the officer is properly trained and 

tey don't have that infestation of that hot dog cop 

sntality, you know, it could be safely done if it was a 

•cation that like you're saying with the photo, that that 

.stance is there, that it can be covered. 

But if there's no distance to cover from point 

to point B to get the job done professionally and 

operly, then you're going to have the same issues again 

: safety and everything else because they're going to 

irsue. They just get the tunnel vision. Been there. 

me that. And it's dangerous. 

MR. BAILEY: Let me add one more thing to 
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lat. One of the things that the state police will do is 

iey'11 tell you — I represent, by the way, a lot of state 

dice officers, believe it or not, in my practice. And 

te of the things they'll tell you they'll do, they like to 

ie how that vehicle is moving if they can do that through 

line or course of traffic, if they can do that, if the 

.tuation is set up for that. 

Or they have a practice where if you're coming 

>wn the hill, at a bottom of the hill, we're not going to 

;t up there, that kind of thing. Again, I think there are 

lys of technically you can do that. But, you know, you 

>t to watch taking a snapshot of somebody's speed. 

You know, somebody that goes 4, 5 miles over 

le limit — I think the law now in clocking provides a 10 

.le, 10 mile cushion at speeds under 55, if I'm not 

.staken. And, what, a 6 mile cushion, is it, above 55? I 

Lst think a lot of those things need to be taken into 

rcount. 

You got to be real careful with what's your 

.ght. And remember, you see signs of somebody using it 

>r revenue purposes, you got to stop that. We got quota 

rstems going on right now in the state government and the 

ireau of Professional and Occupational Affairs. 

Quota systems are tempting to government units 

Lat have the pressure to meet budget requirements and 
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.ise revenues. And boy, I'll tell you, local police 

partments are under huge pressure from councilmen and 

>uncilwomen to do that kind of thing. You just really 

ied to be careful. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair now recognizes 

ipresentative Saylor. 

REPRESENTATIVE SAYLOR: Don — 

MR. BAILEY: How are you. Sir? 

REPRESENTATIVE SAYLOR: -- I don't know which 

te of you or both of you. I got from your testimony is 

tat you believe that if we give this ability to local 

>lice of radar, that you believe there will be a lot of 

Lcial profiling? Is that what I get from the gist, that 

>u believe there will be more of that? 

And if so, is that — I mean, is there 

:atistics out there nationwide that show this kind of 

:uff? I mean, I know the New Jersey case of talking to 

:ate police there. I think we seem to have a varied state 

dice force in Pennsylvania. I don't think we've had much 

: that. But I mean, I'm looking at statistics. Do you 

Lve anything? 

MR. BAILEY: Stan, I had a conversation close 

i — I'm a great admirer of Morris Dees. He's a very 

imous and well-known civil rights lawyer that destroyed 

ie Ku Klux Klan in America, at least at the financial end 
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: it. 

And I had called him on a case I was working 

L because I needed some statistical information, some 

Ldresses and things to serve some people in a lawsuit. We 

id a little discussion. And he was talking about some of 

le white supremacists and Aryan nation types and that sort 

: thing. 

And he said a very funny thing because I had 

sen to the south and served in the Army in the south, been 

rained there. And when I was there — and that was in the 

>0s — it was really an oppressive place for people of 

>lor. 

And he made a comment that burned into my 

Lnd. He said, Well, you know, it used to be the south and 

>w it's the north and the west. Honestly — I know we 

in't have time for it here — if I showed you the things 

lat came into my practice, racism is a horribly ugly thing 

iat's very alive and well in Pennsylvania. 

Pennsylvania racists now are happy to claim 

lat they are vying with Georgia for the, for the 

jadership in number of members in the various KKK 

roups — there's more than one. There's a number of 

lem — and some of the white supremacist groups. 

And I think racial profiling would become 

1 issue. And I don't think it's fair, though, to make 
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e presumption on where or what police officers. 

tat's grossly unfair. And I don't think racial 

ofiling — although we expect more of our police, racial 

-ofiling is a reflection of a wider problem in American 

•ciety, which I think we're all aware of. 

Do I think that it would arise? Yes. I'll 

ill you what I think would really come up, though, that I 

se most often: Conflicts between young males living in 

teal areas who, because the relationship with the police 

t not good, become singled out. And the police single 

tern out for picking on them and picking at them that leads 

> terrible conflict. 

One of the, one of the areas where I've done a 

>t of — well, I don't want to get into it. I don't think 

tat's fair. I'm not going to do that. I think it will 

•come a problem. I think that you have to be, be careful 

tcause the nature of local law enforcement is not as 

stached as what you'd have on a state or a federal level. 

: can be incestuous, families, politics, people, 

srsonalities, et cetera. 

And I think the tools can be made available 

.thout, without that, that radar thing there. A lot of 

iys you can clean it up. I know that. And I know you 

.11. And I know you're not going to do it unless it's the 

.ght and best way to do it because I know that this has 
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sen looked at for a long time. I think it will have a 

sgative effect on business in Pennsylvania. 

REPRESENTATIVE SAYLOR: I would appreciate it 

: you would forward to Chairman Leh or Eric Bugaile, the 

aranittee's executive director, any statistics or anything 

lat you can provide the committee with on this. 

MR. BAILEY: Okay. Yeah, I'll look it up. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair now recognizes 

igene McGill from Montgomery County. 

REPRESENTATIVE McGILL: Thank you, Mr. 

(airman. First of all, I'd like to note I find your 

sstimony outrageous and insightful. I think that the 

lalogy that you drew was way out of whack. I think that 

>u, putting the blood of children on us is outrageous that 

>u would make a statement like that. 

I can turn that right around and say what 

>out the people in the neighborhoods where cars are flying 

>wn the street and we don't give our local police officers 

le opportunity to take a radar gun and stop that, that 

arson from driving like a nut and running someone over. 

I think you owe the Pennsylvania State Police 

i apology. I think you owe all of my local police 

spartments an apology. For you to make a statement that 

iey're not capable of doing this is just outrageous. And 

hope we forget this testimony. 
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(Applause.) 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Excuse me. Let's not 

LOW a sound of applause or anything else. We do have 

tarings. 

MS. LYDE: May I respond? 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Excuse me a second. Yes, go 

lead. Do you have something to add or respond? 

MS. LYDE: Yes, Sir. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. But make it brief, 

Lease. 

MS. LYDE: Yes, Sir. As I said, not every 

slice officer is that way. I've worked with local and 

:ate police officers, and there are some good people out 

lere. I'm just talking about that percentage, that low 

srcentage element. 

REPRESENTATIVE McGILL: Well, if it was a low 

srcentage, you certainly didn't indicate it in your 

sstimony. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair would also like to 

jcognize some new members that have come, Representative 

lul Costa from Allegheny County; Representative Dick Hess 

:om Bedford, the late Dick Hess. I think that's it. Are 

lere any other questions from the committee that we need 

> entertain at this time? (No response.) 

Seeing none, I would just like to comment. I 
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ess I too felt that maybe some of the statements that 

re made were maybe a little over the top. It almost, it 

most told me that because everybody is not going to be as 

ire as they should be, then we shouldn't really have 

iople enforcing laws at all. And I don't think you meant 

tat, but I think that's partially the way it came across. 

In 1965, I was a sergeant in the MPs. I was 

ily 19 years old. But one of my main jobs was running 

Ldar. Now, giving a radar gun to a 19-year-old is 

anething the Army shouldn't even do because at that time 

i did have a lot of fun with it. 

But I don't think, I don't think our local 

)lice operated with the irresponsibility that we used it 

i. And we did operate it irresponsible. But at the same 

>ken, I would say that the bill that we're trying to craft 

sre is a bill that would meet a lot of the questions, not 

srfect because I always have the concern every time that a 

>vernment agency or a body tries to meet every, every 

issible situation, you come up with something that's 

itirely impossible. 

But nevertheless, I share your concerns about 

ttential abuse. But at the same time, I don't share your 

tinions that, well, because there are going to be a small 

srcentage that may abuse the system, that we throw out the 

iby with the bathwater. 
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And — but with that said, I thank you for 

mr testimony. And I encourage you to work with this 

immittee on your concerns. Don, you're — be brief, 

ease. We have a long way to go. 

MR. BAILEY: I will. You've been very kind. 

thank you very much. I'm sorry the gentleman is upset. 

it I understand. I just think if you're going to make 

ds move, look at it to integrate it with a whole bunch of 

;her things. 

There's ways — you mentioned a photograph. 

.ve somebody a tape. I mean, there's a whole lot of 

tings that can be done to make it better. You got a point 

rstem. It's very unfair to people in a lot of ways. 

:ay. Point systems are — somebody gets a thing in other 

:ates, for example, from Pennsylvania. It's going to come 

>ints off of their license. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Well, under this bill here, 

>u'd have to be 26 miles over before any points would be 

>plied. 

MR. BAILEY: Okay. Well, that's — 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I mean, we're trying to give 

rery consideration to the motoring public to compensate 

>r the possibility of abuse. But anyway, thank you very 

ich. 

MR. BAILEY: I'm sure you will. And I thank 
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u very much for the opportunity. Thank you. 

MS. LYDE: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Next, the Chair would like 

i call Mr. Gerald Taylor, a Pennsylvania activist in the 

tional Motorists Association. I'm assuming you're 

presenting the — is he here? Mr. Gerald Taylor? One 

>re time. Okay. We'll put him to the back. 

Mr. Elam Herr, Executive Director, Assistant 

:ecutive Director of the Pennsylvania State Association of 

iwnship Supervisors. I always thought you were the 

.rector. 

MR. HERR: Thanks for the promotion. Don't 

til my boss, though, please. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Elam, good to have you 

ifore this committee. You can proceed when you're ready. 

MR. HERR: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I will 

:ip what, most of what's in the testimony since you have a 

>py in front of you. I will hit very specific parts. We 

:e very supportive of the concept of radar to be used by 

>cal police departments. 

Presently, as you well know, municipal police 

i have several tools that they can use to check the speed 

: vehicles traveling through their municipalities, whether 

; be in timing them in their own vehicle, which has to be 

srtified, or through other types such as VASCAR. It is a 
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>eed-timing device that is used in Pennsylvania. 

We want to thank the sponsor and this 

immittee for looking at this issue. It is an issue that 

i feel is long overdue. Although we support the concept, 

! do have some questions and concerns specifically about 

161; and that's where I will address my comments this 

iternoon. 

Section 3368(c)(2) would require that signs be 

resent in the municipalities enforcing radar to inform the 

iblic that radar is in use. Although we have no problem 

.th that concept of placing signs, we do think it needs to 

! clarified whether these are to be permanent signs placed 

iroughout the municipality stating that radar is an 

railable tool within this municipality or you're using 

smporary signs that must be posted on those streets where 

>u are running radar. We don't do that with other type of 

>eed-timing devices* Why would radar be separated out 

ider this issue? 

3368(c), the placement of paragraph (2.1) does 

>t quite make sense, particularly when you read it with 

iragraphs 2 and 4. (2.1) further defines paragraph (2). 

id we would suggest that paragraph (2.1) be renumbered as 

subparagraph (2)(i). 

If paragraph (2) were ever to be removed for 

tatever reason, then paragraph (2.1) as it stands now 
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>uld not make sense. We have no problem with applying the 

one cushions to radar that municipal police departments 

irrently comply with when using VASCAR and other timing 

jvices. 

Under the current law, there is a 6 mile per 

>ur allowance for zones of speed limits of 55 miles per 

>ur and for VASCAR a 10 mile per hour allowance for zones 

E speed limits less than 55 miles per hour. We believe 

lat the allowances for both VASCAR and radar and other 

Lming devices as such should be uniform for the local 

slice to enforce, for enforcement purposes. 

We don't know what the rationale is for using 

6 mile an hour allowance for one device and 10 mile an 

aur cushion for the other device. I mean, if you're 

riving down the road and today we're using VASCAR, you get 

10 mile leeway. 

But if you drive down using radar, it's only 6 

Lies for the municipal police. And that doesn't make 

snse. And we feel that it should be uniform. And we 

juld say use the 10 mile an hour by local police 

apartments that is presently in the law. 

Section 3368 — or excuse me. Section 

535(d)(2) would not allow points to be assigned for 

cceeding the maximum speed limit by less than 26 miles per 

Dur if the offense was charged as a result of radar. We 
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iel that this is excessive and suggest that the current 

dnt system be followed or that points be awarded for not 

:ceeding the maximum speed limit of 15 miles per hour. 

fain, we question why the requirement would be different 

>r radar than the current penalties for a municipal police 

spartment that uses VASCAR. 

Section 3368(c)(5) is confusing. Under 

;)(2.1), the term full-service police department is used. 

it here in (c)(5), the definition is a full-time, 

til-service police department. Again, we suggest that 

srm full service be used to make it clear in case there is 

ly problems down the road if somebody would end up going 

ifore a magistrate. 

Also, in (c)(5)(ii), the term investigative 

jrvice is used. And we're not sure what this means under 

lis section. Is it referring to full enforcement of the 

shicle Code, or is it all types of statutes? And I think 

lat it should be spelled out so, again, it is clear when 

>u're talking about what a municipal police department is 

ipposed to be doing. 

Section 3368(c)(5), the definition of 

ill-time police officer in subsection (iv) should be 

smoved entirely since it is irrelevant in this context. 

ily townships and boroughs are covered under the Municipal 

dice Pension Law, Act 600 of 56. 
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This subparagraph would prohibit police 

ificers of cities from using radar. Instead, the sentence 

i page 4, line 12 concerning auxiliary, part-time, or fire 

dice should become subparagraph (iv) under this 

ifinition. Our concern is, the way the bill is presently 

ritten, if you look at the pension laws, as I said, 

>roughs and townships are under Act 600. 

Cities are under the Third Class City Pension 

LW. This, in defining a full-time police officer, would 

tclude those police departments. And I don't think that's 

lat the intent was. And then we also just question why is 

le pension as one of the criteria for the officers. 

If they're properly trained under the 

inicipal Police Education and Training Commission's 

squirements, which I think now is 720 hours, and to meet 

le other stipulations there, that should suffice to meet 

te definition of a full-time officer. 

Section 3368(d) would increase the time period 

>r testing of radar and LIDAR devices from the current 60 

iys to 3 years. We feel that 3 years is a little long and 

>uld leave a citation open for challenge on the grounds 

tat the device has not been tested in such a long period 

: time. 

We believe that probably one year might be a 

.ttle better. The reason for that is it would be very 
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isy for an attorney, in defending his client, to say, you 

LOW, where is that unit kept during the period of time; 

>w many different police officers have used it; has the 

dt been dropped in a 3-year period of time? 

It just seems to open too many questions when 

tat officer would go in front of a magistrate. You shrink 

: down to a year, I think it's safe to say that you can, 

le police department could honestly defend that action. 

resently, that's one reason the 60 days is in there. It's 

jry easy to defend that the unit has been calibrated 

.thin a period of time, and it holds up when it is being 

lallenged. 

Just a technical change on page 5, line 30. 

le word corresponding is there. I think it's appropriate. 

id that's to represent the municipalities if you have more 

lan one like in a regional police department. 

We agree with the statement in 3368(g). The 

:imary use for radar or any other type of speed-timing 

jvice is for traffic safety. It's not for revenue-raising 

irposes. I will not sit here and say that speed-timing 

jvices in the past have not been used for revenue-raising 

irposes. 

I will not say that might not happen in the 

iture. But the intent of why you're giving radar to 

>lice departments is for the safety of the citizens within 
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lose municipalities. We do have a problem with the 

2fen.se for the citations if the primary purpose of the 

micipality's use of radar is to generate revenue; 

wever, we contend that the 5 percent figure is arbitrary 

id needs further clarification. 

Is this referring to the full face value of 

le ticket, traffic citation that a particular municipality 

3sues? If so, the municipality issuing the citation 

iceives less than 50 percent of the revenues from the 

raffic citation; and the rest goes into the various funds. 

When you're stopped and, for speeding and you 

3t a ticket, the actual ticket that you're getting cited 

?r, half is kept by the municipality, half goes into a 

bate fund. Above that amount, there are other things 

ided to it — and that could be the CAT Fund and some of 

lose other funds — which raises the cost of that ticket 

lbstantially. So we think that should be clarified a 

Lttle more. 

And 6109(11), we feel it does not make sense. 

le issue at hand is the ability of local police to use 

idar. Current law restricts the ability of local police 

3 enforce speed restrictions on limited access highways 

lless the agreement, they have an agreement with the 

snnsylvania State Police. 

If the Pennsylvania State Police do not feel 
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lat a municipal police department is qualified, for 

tatever reasons, to enforce the traffic conditions on 

tese highways, they do not have to sign the agreement and 

.ve the authority to that police department. 

If they don't have that authority, any 

.tations that may be issued will be thrown out when you go 

t front of the magistrate. That is a reason for a 

ifense. We question why the requirement for full-time 

ificers employed by a full-service police department was 

Ided to this section since presently all municipal police 

Ificers and police departments, whether they are full time 

: part time, must complete the same course of study. 

lere was no rationale for this. 

If the Pennsylvania State Police feels that a 

irticular department is qualified to do it, that should be 

decision with the Pennsylvania State Police, not with, we 

sel, in this legislation. 

And then we also question subparagraph 

.l)(ii) which allows Philadelphia to enforce speed 

sstrictions on limited access or divided highways without 

le agreement with the state police. Our contention is, 

ly the exception? Our municipal police departments we 

sel are just as qualified as the City of Philadelphia's 

>lice department to do this. 

If they are, meet the requirements of the 
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nicipal Police Education and Training Commission's 

iquirements to become a police officer and they are 

operly trained to run the speed-timing device, whether 

's VASCAR, radar or whatever, then I think they should 

Lve the same rights. 

I think Philadelphia should have the same 

tguirements to go through and ask the Pennsylvania State 

>lice for that, that requirement. 

Ladies and gentlemen, that's a quick synopsis 

: the comments we have. As I stated when I started this 

istimony, we support the concept that's encompassed in 

lis piece of legislation. We just think a few of the 

ichnical things have to be addressed in order to meet the 

irlier statements by Representative Leh of trying to get 

i close to a perfect bill as possible. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Thank you very much, 

.am. Just some comments by me. I mean, as I listened to 

>ur testimony, it almost sounded like you didn't like the 

.11 at all. And I guess my concern is — and if I was 

>rrect in some of the things you said, you had concerns 

iout the restrictions on the, the potential revenue 

ihancement. 

At the same time, you didn't like the 

sstriction on only full-time officers and fully trained 

ificers. But if you take those two concerns away — or 
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it the concerns. If you take the protections away, you 

.mply can hire a part-time officer, give him a radar gun 

id tell him to go to town, unless I misunderstood you. 

MR. HERR: You misunderstood me. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Or I was reading too much 

ito some of the concerns you had with the bill. 

MR. HERR: No. You might be reading some of 

le, too much into the concerns. I think you misunderstood 

ten I was talking about the full-time, full-service police 

jpartment. We are not objecting to the requirements that 

: has to be, at this time at least, has to be full-time 

>lice officers in a full-time, or a full-service police 

jpartment. 

What I brought up was in one portion of the 

.11, you talk about a full-time, full-service police 

jpartment. In another part, you just talk about a 

ill-time police department. What I'm saying is the 

irminology should be the same. That's all. 

That was more of a technical comment than 

lything else. Yes. Although our resolutions say that all 

inicipal police departments that are properly trained and 

talified should have the right, we are stepping back from 

lat to say we got to crawl before we run and we should get 

>mething like 1961 to see how it works and to prove the 

>int that municipal police departments can fulfill the 
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quirements of the bill and provide radar the same as they 

• other types of traffic-timing devices. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I know one of the major 

mcerns that those on this committee have brought forward 

L trying to come up with a piece of legislation that gets 

; to where we think we want to go with the use of local 

Ldar; and that is, there is a fear among us that we do 

>t — we are afraid to allow part-time police officers the 

ithority to use radar for fear of what might happen. 

Now, maybe that's unfounded on our part. But 

don't think you're going to see any, any compromise on 

lis committee concerning that. So you're either going to 

ive to work with us — 

MR. HERR: As I said, we have no position, no 

:oblem with what's in there with having full-time officers 

t a full-service department. And we will accept that. 

ten we got the use of VASCAR a number of years ago — 

mger than what I'd like to admit I've been around — but 

tere was the same issue with not only the part-time but 

le full-time police departments. 

And we had to come out and show that it could 

! used. I think today you would see that in the 

ijority of cases — and again, I'm not going to say 100 

srcent — but in the majority of cases, those departments 

lat use VASCAR and other approved timing devices are using 
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iem with the intent for which they are intended; and that 

i traffic safety. 

I think, Representative Leh, if you read my 

sstimony, some of the concerns you have will be 

.iminated. In trying to summarize to go a little faster, 

might have confused some of the members more than if I 

>uld have taken the time to read through because some of 

te comments in there are very technical, specific that 

>u'd have to look at, especially like the one referring to 

te one section (2.1). 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I think you know me long 

tough that you know I'm easily confused. So — 

MR. HERR: Almost as easy as I am. I can tell 

>u that. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair now recognizes 

ml Parsells. 

MR. PARSELLS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. When 

te former trooper that just spoke, it reminded me of a 

roblem that I've dealt with with many of our members over 

te years. And it's a problem that we haven't discussed 

ich on this issue, and that's diverting police officers 

:om their law enforcement jobs. 

And we've had problems where township police 

ificers, for example, are out on interstate highways. And 

>u sort of prompted me to really follow up with this 
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estion when you asked, you know, why don't you have the 

me ability as Philadelphia. 

And quite frankly, I'm not sure why this is in 

ire. Do you want to be on interstate highways enforcing 

ieed? And if so, that would, you know, support the 

gument that we keep hearing of this revenue issue. 

lat's what we don't need if we were to pass this 

sgislation. 

MR. HERR: You've asked two questions there, 

id I'll start with the last one first. Do we want to be 

it on interstate highways? In some cases, we're asked 

ren by the Pennsylvania State Police to patrol a 4-lane 

.ghway through our municipality because of concerns that 

tey have. 

Also, at times, our officers will work with 

ie Pennsylvania State Police to do certain types of 

>eed-timing devices. I can think of in my township in 

mcaster County where the local police have worked with 

ie state police in a major construction site because of 

:cessive speeds in it. 

They don't have the — they being the state 

dice — do not have the manpower, and they asked the 

micipal police departments to provide it. So there is 

lat. The second thing is with the issue that you talked 

tout of other services. 
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One of the things that radar can do is free up 

>me manpower because you can get away with one unit out 

ere. Where VASCAR and others, you need the unit to do 

ie timing and you need the chase unit. So that does 

itentially free up some officers to go out and do other 

ivestigative services. And I think that that would help 

i some cases. 

MR. PARSELLS: And I agree. But I guess my 

»int is, I live in Fairview Township, for example, where 

i have the Turnpike and 1-83 running through my township. 

d be very upset if my police officers were on 1-83. They 

ive no business out there. I want them with that radar 

m in my neighborhoods, in my communities. 

So I guess I need to follow up then. Why do 

>u want the same ability to be on interstate highways? 

MR. HERR: Well, I'm not sure even with the 

idar. But the section that deals there does allow 

inicipal police out there in those situations. By putting 

: under this provision, you're changing present status 

lat's out there. 

And maybe if you want to exclude it from the 

idar — and I'm not sure if that's good, bad, or 

[different. I haven't thought about that. But the other 

>ility for municipal police to be out there on those roads 

Lould be looked at from a different perspective. 
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Maybe they should be out there even if it's 

Lst helping the state police at those times. 

MR. PARSELLS: Thank you. 

MR. HERR: Mr. Chairman, if I can say one 

;her thing. One that I didn't hit in here and I want to 

ike sure that you know, we believe that the section that 

sals with the unit being visible, that also has to be 

.ear. 

We feel that it should be the car, the vehicle 

id not necessarily when you talk about unit because, 

lain, I think somebody could say the unit is the radar gun 

lat's attached to the window that's inside the car or 

itside the car and I didn't see it. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Well, it's my — and 

lat was one of the concerns that I had. When I say a 

lit, I'm talking about a police car. 

MR. HERR: Yes. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I'm not talking about a 

.ttle radar unit or a gun that a police officer holds. 

MR. HERR: That's right. And I just want to 

ike that clear because that's what we feel. We feel it 

lould be a marked car out there because there's other 

raffic safety issues that are involved and other safety 

isues that are involved that have nothing to do with radar 

1 that what's happening right now out in Allegheny County 
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iere they have an individual or more that's dressing as a 

dice officer and stopping cars. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I think we have more 

testions for you. Representative Melio and then 

spresentative Watson. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Yeah, just one, Elam. 

m end your remarks, you say. Finally, Pennsylvania's the 

lly state that prohibits municipal police from using 

idar. 

MR. HERR: When we were doing the testimony, 

i did some research. And from what we could come up with, 

lose states — and realize the majority of states do not 

ive cities, boroughs, and townships. It's, you know, 

junty/city type of government. You have county sheriffs. 

And what we could find out, we were the only 

le, if not one of two, that do not allow radar to be used 

r a department below the state police. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Because I was under the 

ipression New Jersey did not allow it. 

MR. HERR: From what I understand, New Jersey 

Llows their county, their sheriffs, police departments or 

latever it is, to use it. And so what I'm looking at with 

lat statement there, I'm looking from county on down. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: All right. Thank you, 

:. Chairman. 
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CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. The Chair now 

cognizes Representative Watson from Montgomery County. 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: No, from Bucks County. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Bucks County. 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: And darn proud of it, 

x. Yes, Sir. But in any event — and that does get to 

imething — actually, if we had done a little bit to make 

segue there, it works. First point, though, before I say 

tat I had intended to, I believe, Mr. Herr, when you were 

.scussing previously the question in my own district, 

>ute 309 is a limited access highway that absolutely does 

sly on local police officers to enforce speed regulations. 

It is also marked as one of probably the most 

.fficult and treacherous highways in certain sections 

trough the 144th District and then above in Representative 

.ymer's district for accidents. And it is certainly those 

ificers it would be very helpful and I think it would be 

.th the support of the state police. So I recognize their 

.aces. 

What I intended to say, Mr. Herr, was to say 

tank you very much for your testimony. And I know — Mr. 

irr and I know each other. So I'm not saying this. I'm 

lying it for the benefit of the others. But I sit here 

>t just as a freshman legislator but as a former township 

ipervisor and also as the former Director of the Bucks 
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mnty Highway Safety Program which allowed me to work with 

ery police department in Bucks County at great, for 6 

sars. 

So I have a pretty good knowledge of all of 

lose departments. I do not have a knowledge of all of the 

her departments across the state. I do not have a good 

trking knowledge of all the other local municipalities. I 

> in Bucks County because I was also the Deputy 

Iministrator for the county for a time. I've done a lot 

: jobs. 

But in any event, the point being I've had a 

sally hard time sitting here. First of all, local 

inicipal officials do not sit there, at least the ones 

tat I know. And I can only speak for Bucks and 

mtgomery, Chester, and Delaware. I apologize, but I 

sver got out of my local area. 

But they don't sit there trying to entrap 

leir citizens, their neighbors, their friends, or people 

to live and work there and set up some kind of traps to 

merate revenues. Local police departments — at least I 

.11 speak specifically to Bucks County and to the Bucks 

»unty Police Training Center. It's probably one of the 

ist in the entire Commonwealth. 

And I'd put it up against others across this 

>untry. And the local police departments in the County of 
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cks are highly professional and trained people. And I'd 

en put them up against the City of Philadelphia police 

ficers. And I do know some of those folks pretty well. 

And I guess what I've heard here is — and I 

icognize the first gentleman in talking about the AAA. 

id I have done a survey of my constituents, and it mirrors 

tat because there's a lot of concern about what will 

ippen. So it's about a 50/50 split, yes, do radar and no, 

>n't or, like, well, there is that time when I'm trying to 

it that child to school and I do go a little fast and I 

tally don't want radar to catch me. 

I understand all of that mentality. But I 

sally have a hard time sitting here and at least thank you 

>r shedding some what I'11 call just simple light on the 

Let that this is a, basically is a good working bill. It 

spresents — and I'm new. And you all have spent much 

ire time and years, from what I'm understanding, working 

L this issue. 

But to me, when I read it, it was sensible. 

; addressed a lot of the issues. Can you tweak it? Can 

»u do some things with it? Yes. But I didn't want to 

;art from what seemed like the opening position here, 

tich was municipal officials border on being corrupt; 

teal police are totally inept. I have a real problem, and 

will say that I have a major problem with that. I don't 
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je it. And I thank you for your testimony. 

I did question, I guess, some things 

>out the — and I'm sure Eric will give us an 

lswer — about — and I wondered that — about the signs 

:, Representative Leh, whether or not — I had assumed 

ley were maybe permanent at the entrance to your township 

Lth the idea that just says, Hey, when you come into my 

>me Township of Warrington, we've got radar. Please 

jserve the speed laws. Do not go after our children, our 

xjs, or little old ladies trying to cross the street as 

>u speed through our town, which by the way, we also have 

jute 611 and a few other big highways that we patrol, the 

swnship patrols. But we could use the tool of radar as 

ist that, another tool. Thank you. 

MR. HERR: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Representative 

:rittmatter. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Hi. Thank you, 

Lam. I want to go back to the testimony where we started 

rer the years where I believe that the Second Class 

jwnship Association has been in support of being granted 

lis authority; isn't that correct? 

MR. HERR: Correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Because I 

alieve that by trying to make a, make a bill better, I 
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ess there has been some, some confusion. Usually when 

lu're trying to get legislation passed, as you and I both 

iow over the years, it's very easy to criticize and to 

iter and exit the marketplace to stop legislation. 

But you have to have some people that are for 

. in order to have it go forward at all. What I'm afraid 

: is that if you're not for it and if you're not for the 

rase Bill as it is now, who is going to be for it and 

LO'S going to push it forward? 

So that's the one thing I just want to 

tution, that there has to be some times when trying to 

ike the bill perfect, that there, you know, has to be a 

:ep back from the association. I would hope that — you 

LOW, I know you're one person representing all of the 

roups and they have these concerns. 

But I would hope that you would go back to the 

isociation that you represent and all the people who are 

>r getting this, this added responsibility and rethink the 

•sition and the testimony because we can't go forward as a 

mtmittee, the Chairman, the Subcommittee Chairman can't go 

trward to the Majority Leader and to the Governor and to 

ie Senate and say we're going to move a, move a piece of 

igislation that people aren't supportive of. 

You know, you never, you know, you never start 

if that way. There has to be at least some synergy of 
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ipport. And so I would ask that — I believe the House 

.11 that's before us now is a very good compromise, a very 

>od starting point; and someone should be for it. And if 

:'s not you, then who will be for it? 

And so if you do change your position, you 

low, to be for this bill, then I would ask that you get 

ick to the Chairman and to the Subcommittee Chairman or 

Lse there's no reason for this legislation to be 

jnsidered anymore because we have considered it for many 

jars. 

I know I have great concerns. We live in the 

ime area. We hear from the same constituents about the 

ict that it's very unsafe. And people actually speed up 

ien they see those little strips because then they know 

ley're safe because they know they can speed up here until 

ley get up to those strips. 

And I think it's very dangerous in the 

sighborhoods when our police officers are forced to stoop 

> putting down these strips that actually cause more of a 

roblem. And so I would ask that you go back to the 

ssociation, try to get resolved at your, however soon you 

in do it, and find out that you're for this bill or not. 

And if you're for it, then let the Chairman 

low; and we'll proceed. If we're not, then we know that 

s'll come back next session. Thank you. 
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MR. HERR: Can I just answer that? Basically, 

're for the bill. But there are a number of things. And 

think if you have time to look at the testimony and read 

. per se, they are technical changes that we feel need to 

i put into the bill or made so that once it would become 

.w and hopefully become law, that we don't lose some 

tations because of technicalities that were in the bill. 

The one that was just brought up about signs, 

. just needs to be clarified. If what I think 

spresentative Leh was getting at is, you know, signs at 

ie beginning, or coming into the municipalities, that 

iey're not letting you putting them up right where you're 

inning. 

The bit with Act 600, I cannot see 

spresentative Geist going back to Altoona and saying, Yes, 

i're giving it to boroughs and townships, police 

ipartments around you; but we're not giving it to the City 

: Altoona. Those are things I think can be tweaked to 

ilp this bill. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: I agree. And I 

m't disagree with that. But one that can't be that I 

lieve that's been a compromise is one on points. And 

re — and I brought this up, you know, to, to the person 

o very ably testified before you, who's a friend of ours, 

iu know, who ably said that you're not for it if it goes 
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.th these points. 

And I asked. I said, Well, I hope that when 

>u testify again that we would be for this bill. But you 

lid in this that you didn't understand why it had to be at 

lat level. And so that's one area that's not a technical 

lange. That's pretty substantive of whether we're going 

> be able to get 102 legislators to vote for legislation 

lat's going to add points. 

MR. HERR: The gentleman that you're referring 

3 — we were asked to get some township officials in the 

sstern part of the state — he was not speaking on behalf 

t the association. That's also in the testimony. He was 

peaking on behalf of his township. 

I know he stated at that hearing that he was 

peaking on behalf of the association, and that was not 

arrect. We had asked him at the request when Eric called 

3 to say about if there was any townships in the western 

irt of the state that would like to testify. 

He misunderstood what we were saying and for 

ly confusion that's there. We do have it in our testimony 

aout the 26 miles an hour. We're raising it as a question 

lere. We are not raising that necessarily that says that 

2 oppose it. We don't think that it's appropriate, but we 

: least brought it to your attention that that concern is 

lere. 
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REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: But that goes 

Lck to my question. You raised it as an issue. Then you 

st it hang out there. If you're not for it, then nobody's 

>ing to be for it. And so if you hang it out there for 

.1 the detractors to say, Oh, even the Second Class 

romship thinks it's wrong or a question, that's my point; 

lat I'd like to have the township officials that you 

^present be for something. 

So fine. You're against all of these things. 

len be for something and then let the Chairman and the 

lbcommittee Chairman know. If that's as far as you can 

>, then great. But if not, then I think that these — I 

lought that we were at that point. 

I mean, that's why I'm surprised now that I 

it this testimony because I don't see any reason why we're 

iving these hearings if we're going back now and trying to 

ike another bite out of the apple. So thank you, Mr. 

lairman. 

MR. HERR: T h a t ' s f i n e . You and I can t a l k 

i t e r . 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much, 

Lam. One more from Representative Levdansky. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Thank you. Thank 

>u, Mr. Chairman. Elam, just kind of one technical 

jncern I want you to educate me on and then just one 
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ibstantive concern. On the technical thing, you mentioned 

tfore that when a local police officer pulls over someone 

>r a violation for speeding, for example, half of the 

ilue of the face fine goes to the local community and half 

: it goes to the state. 

MR. HERR: Goes into a fund. Yes, Sir. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay. If it's a 

:ate police that pulls over somebody on the interstate, 

>w does that — 

MR. HERR: Half is kept by the state police; 

ilf goes into that fund that — 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: The local fund? 

MR. HERR: The local fund. What it's set 

> is if a municipality has a police department today 

id there's a violation, the municipal police 

jpartment — I'll use Altoona. Altoona keeps half of it. 

ly it's a $50 fine. They keep 25, and 25 goes into a 

:ate fund. 

If the state police outside of Altoona are on 

4-lane and they stop somebody, the state police keeps 

55. The other $25 goes into that state fund. Twice a 

sar, that state fund is distributed back to 

micipalities, all municipalities, based on the liquid 

lels formula. 

Fifty percent of that money goes by road 
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.leage, 50 percent goes by population. That fund is 

•proximately, if I remember right from several years ago, 

tout $11 million. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay. So the local 

>vernments essentially receive all the revenue as a result 

: half of their share of local enforcement. And then they 

st the other, the state pot of money distributed, whether, 

tether that state pot is created by local enforcement or 

:ate enforcement? 

MR. HERR: Correct. Correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay? 

MR. HERR: Correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay. I appreciate 

lat. Now, just one really difficult. I think this bill 

tally — the success of whether or not it passes or not 

sally hinges on how we work out this issue of giving 

>lice, local police departments this enforcement tool to 

:omote public safety balanced with not letting it become a 

snerator of local revenues. 

And there's a section of the bill on page 6 

Lat I'm a little concerned about. You mentioned that this 

percent cap on revenue generated is rather arbitrary. 

m not sure I even understand what this section means. If 

>u look at the bill, it says that the primary use of radar 

! for traffic safety. It shall be a defense to 
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osecution under this section if it can be demonstrated 

at the primary use of the device by local or regional 

•lice is to generate revenue. 

It kind of suggests that if it's a secondary 

trpose — the principal purpose is public safety. But if 

lere's a secondary purpose of raising local revenue, it 

>unds like it's okay. 

Then it goes on to say, The generation of 

svenue shall be demonstrated if the revenue, blah, blah, 

.ah, blah, exceeds 5 percent. So correct me if I'm 

;ong. This isn't a flat out prohibition on using this as 

revenue generator. 

It's just kind of suggestive language to local 

>vernments that they ought not but as long as it's not the 

rimary reason for doing it, you can still exceed the 5 

srcent cap. I'm just asking you this just — we don't 

>e a — how do we deal with this issue? 

If we don't, if we don't use this section, I 

san, what alternative do we have to make sure that this 

>ol is not used as a generator for local funds for 

latever local government use there is? 

MR. HERR: This would be one way of doing it 

.th the 5 percent. And what we raised were some questions 

> make sure that, what that 5 percent was going to and 

lere they came up with 5 percent. But some of the 
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mcerns that we have with this is: One, other 

ieed-timing devices that we use and can use. 

My township uses VASCAR. It does not need the 

rips. It has the type that has two units that they put 

i either side of the road that it goes through. They're 

ready precalibrated. They just set them up. It works. 

• township does not use it as a revenue raiser. It uses 

. as traffic safety type of concerns. It's used because 

:, of complaints that they have within the municipality. 

I think anyone who is opposed to the use of 

idar by local police can use the same arguments whether 

iey*re using VASCAR or any other type of, of speed-timing 

svice. A municipality that wants to use it — and I think 

Lrlier there was a reference to a part-time police 

tpartment up the river here that used to stop a lot of 

raffic, especially on Fenn State weekends. 

And he made a statement one time in the paper 

lat that was paying for his, his position. That's not 

ght. It's not fair. It's not what the intent of this is 

i do. You know, if we all followed the speed limit, 

(body would need any type of speed-timing devices. But 

.'s out there. 

Will a municipality use it sometime? It's 

iry possible. I can't sit here and say my members 

tuldn't say, one of my members saying, Yeah, go out there 
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id do this. I can't say that a police department, a chief 

tuldn't tell his, his patrolmen to go out and do that. 

I like to think that if we get the ability to 

e this equipment under this piece of legislation, that my 

nicipalities and their police departments would use it 

ir what it's intended, the same as they're doing today; 

id that is for traffic safety within their municipality. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Let me try this one 

her way, and then I'll just let it go. If right now half 

: the, half of the revenue derived from a ticket written 

' local police comes to the state and half of the value of 

ticket written by state police for a violation comes into 

le state fund and all that money is distributed back to 

.1 the local governments — 

MR. HERR: Correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: — based on a 

>rmula, then my question to you is, Why don't we just 

iminate this 5 percent arbitrary cap, let all the revenue 

•me into the state fund, and then let all that revenue be 

.stributed back to all the local municipalities that have 

dice departments in the state? 

How about that as an alternative to this 5 

trcent admittedly arbitrary cap? 

MR. HERR: There are some other issues with 

lat other money is going into the fund. It's not all 
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>ming in from radar. It's other uses. Municipalities 

tat do not have police departments will argue that that 

>ney that's coining back is also going for traffic safety. 

ley're using it back on their roads so that the roads are 

ife and everything else, signs, whatever that may be 

ieded out there. 

So that's another, another issue that you'd 

ive to take into consideration if you look at that, just 

iking that money and putting it back to, to the police. 

>u also — and previously — and I forget who made the 

;atement — is, you know, some of this money that comes 

lck in does go and offset some of the costs. You got 

>sts in putting your police departments out there. 

Does it justify — does it pay for your police 

:ficers and this unit? I don't think so. There's a lot 

: hidden costs when you put an officer out on, on the 

:reet. You know, you have to put the vehicle, the 

niipment. But you also are paying that officer when he 

>es in front of the district magistrate when there's a 

Ltation challenged and everything else that goes in there. 

So municipalities that have police departments 

lat are doing traffic safety, they have a cost. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: I mean, just for 

rself, I would rather deal with all these secondary and 

icidental issues than do something that some people are 
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dng to accuse as being arbitrary. 

MR. HERR: Understood. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Thank you very much, Elam. 

MR. HERR: Thank you, Mr. Geist. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Next up is a fellow that's 

id his fingerprints, footprints, and everything all over 

lis legislation and has worked very hard at trying to put 

igether a balanced bill; and that's Ed Connor, Chief of 

te Police in Ferguson Township. And he rooted for Miami. 

MR. CONNOR: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have 

> apologize to the members. I'm a police officer. I must 

;ick to the facts. I will not be able to use innuendos, 

ipposition, assumption, or half-truths in any of my 

>mments. I'm not an attorney. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Can you use the 

.crophone? 

MR. CONNOR: I also would submit the former 

:ate police trooper did not speak for the Pennsylvania 

;ate Police or the State Troopers Association, with whom 

i have been working very closely on this bill. This is 

it my bill. It is not the Chief of Police bill. 

This is a bill from law enforcement in 

snnsylvania. And we built the foundation of this bill 

iter we dealt with all of law enforcement, including the 
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:ate police, including the FOP, including the State 

roopers Association. So we're not in this alone. 

My name is Edward J. Connor. There's a 

.sprint here. I'm actually a 37-year member of the law 

lforcement community. I did my first 22 years in 

liladelphia. So I'm well-acquainted with 1-95. I am 

irrently the Chief of Police in Ferguson Township Police 

spartment in Centre County, Pennsylvania. And on 

:casion, I do root for Penn State. 

I am privileged to be the Chairman, or 

^chairman of the Legislative Committee of the Pennsylvania 

xiefs of Police Association; and I work as a member of the 

cecutive board. And for Mr. Melio, Sir, Pennsylvania has 

:ood alone as the only state in the nation that does not 

Llow municipal police to use radar. 

And you can imagine how insulting that was 

len my 18-year-old, part-time police department son in 

Lldwood, New Jersey would come back and tell radar stories 

len he was working on the Rio Grande Bridge. So Jersey 

is for many, many years used that. 

But we — I have been at this fight for over 

[ years. And I know some of my predecessors have been at 

: longer than I have. This is the closest we've ever 

>me. And I want to thank Mr. Geist and Mr. Leh who have 

jrsevered with me and have worked very hard along with me 
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i try to develop a bill that addressed all of your 

mcerns and all of the concerns of the citizens of 

snnsy lvania. 

The Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police have long 

^cognized that there has been abuse by some departments in 

le Commonwealth of Pennsylvania of the speed-timing 

svices that we now employ. By and large, almost every one 

! these occurrences of abuse were by part-time police 

jpartments with part-time officers. 

Some of our own members, our professional 

>lice officers, they are chiefs of part-time departments. 

ley are not real happy with this bill. I can tell you 

lat right now. But we are realists. We realize that 

lless we concede somewhere along the line, we are not 

>ing to get this vital tool that we need, primarily in 

ssidential neighborhoods, to address the concerns of our 

irents particularly about speeders and their children in 

ivelopments and residential areas and school zones, for 

tample. 

Radar, like any other speed-timing device, is 

tool. It's not, it's not a catchall or a work-all or 

)-it-all. We need our other tools also. But we need 

idar, again, particularly in the residential zones. The 

sople who have used radar — and there's going to be one 

srson that testifies after me who has used radar 
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ctensively, knows the difference between radar and VASCAR 

id the ESP and the other speed-timing devices we have. We 

:e at a loss sometimes to address citizens' complaints 

.th the devices we have now. 

House Bill 1961, although, like I stated 

Jfore, we are not entirely happy with it; but we're 

.lling to go along with it. There are some tweaks and 

langes we've already addressed to Mr. Leh and Mr. Geist 

id Mr. Bugaile. 

And to address some of the other members' 

mcerns, Mr. Parsells, the limited access highways, we 

ive and the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police already 

Idressed that in that the limited access highway access is 

lly granted by members of the Pennsylvania State Police, 

T the administration of the Pennsylvania State Police, 

lich is one reason this chief of police, if you will, in 

mphin, the chief of the one-man, one part-time person 

>lice department who wrote more tickets than the entire 

.ty of Harrisburg is no longer in operation because the 

snnsylvania State Police, at our request by and large, 

ifused that department access to the limited access 

.ghways. 

That is the control that law enforcement, 

rofessional law enforcement has on the limited access 

.ghways. So we are well aware of your concerns. And 
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're well aware of the concerns of people who have been 

apped by speed traps. We don't want it. It reflects 

igatively on us, and we really don't want to have it. And 

i want to work very hard to eliminate that. 

As far as the 5 percent, Sir, for the total 

tvenue generation, what we did early on was we looked at 

inicipalities that represented from the first class cities 

>wn to third class townships. And we looked at what their 

iproximate revenues were, their total revenues, and looked 

. 5 percent. 

We were appalled to find that there were 

stually municipalities who were doing at least 33 percent 

id sometimes more. We don't want that. That is not what 

dice officers are expected to do. We are expected to 

.ght crime. We are expected to enforce traffic safety, 

it we are not expected to go out and generate revenue. 

lat is not what we should be obligated to do by our 

ected officials. 

House Bill 1961 would provide legitimate 

ill-time, full-service professional agencies the means to 

•re effectively address issues of public safety through 

ie use of radar and LIDAR. It would provide for the 

aining of such officers and for the accurate, accuracy 

isting of the permitted devices under national standards. 

iat's where we went to 3 years. And that's where we got 
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le 3 years from as opposed to 1 year because the national 

:andards are 3 years. 

Finally, and to some most importantly, provide 

>r a defense to prosecution if it can be demonstrated that 

le speed-timing devices are being used primarily as a 

svenue generator. I am not going to reiterate the many 

jvious advantages to this bill that would provide for 

lblic safety. 

These points have been stated and restated by 

jst of the representatives from law enforcement, public 

ifety, public official and citizens associations who have 

Lready testified in favor of the legislation. I would 

Lke to point out, though, the significance of 1961. 

Nineteen sixty-one was the year the 

snnsylvania State Police were given the use of radar. 

iring that time, over 150 of our municipal police officers 

ive given their lives for this state and the people in 

lis state. 

During that time, those officers and the 

Eficers who are present now have fulfilled the same 

ities, responsibilities, and obligations as our brothers 

id sisters in the Pennsylvania State Police. We go to 

isically the same police academy. 

We have mandatory in-service training. And 

3st police departments go far beyond the mandated 
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-service training. So we are not lesser citizens. I 

>uld ask you, Can you in good conscience expect us to 

mtinue to do that? 

And for those representatives who made 

isitive statements for local law enforcement, I sincerely 

lank you. Would you consider — or would you expect our 

-others and sisters in law enforcement to continue to lay 

»wn their lives day in and day out and yet not entrust in 

lem a tool that they need to protect our citizens? 

We in law enforcement have worked long and 

ird to address your every concern on this issue. We will 

mtinue to work long and hard. But now we respectfully 

tguest your support. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Would you like to 

itroduce the other lady that's with you? 

MR. CONNOR: I'm very sorry. To my right is 

ir lovely Executive Director, Ms. Amy Corl. Amy is the 

:ecutive Director of the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police. 

MS. CORL: Good afternoon. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Thank you very much, Chief. 

.rst of all, 1961, that's significant for me, too, because 

tat's the year that I received my learner's permit. The 

ifinition for full-time officer, is that sufficient, do 

>u believe? Or would you like — 

MR. CONNOR: We can tweak that. That's not a 
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oblem. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Do we need some changes in 

iat? 

MR. CONNOR: I think there are some changes 

iat have to be taken in that. We're more than happy to 

irk on the definition. Some had pointed out that those 

ipartments who are working 12-hour days now instead of the 

andard 8-hour days do not work 200 days a year. 

So yes, we do have to work on a definition of 

full-time police officer. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Also — maybe this is a 

jading question here. It's going to put you on the spot. 

it the language in Bill 1961, is the language sufficient 

>r you folks to do your job in the way to maintain safety 

L your highways? 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, Sir, it is. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: With that said, as the 

iairman, I'll recognize any questions. First, I'll 

icognize the Chairman, Representative Geist. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Ed, thank you very much. 

question on the 15 mile an hour over, the no-point 

cket. Would you explain how that all came about? 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, Sir. The 26 mile an hour? 

ill, I'll go to 15. That's where we wanted it in the 

rst place. Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police had 
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quested — we'd give you 15 miles an hour for using 

dar. Twenty-six mile an hour came about because it's my 

derstanding that the National Highway Transportation 

.fety Board has determined that 26 miles an hour over the 

isted speed limit is what constitutes reckless operation 

: a vehicle. 

We don't agree. We are opposed to that. 

wever, we will concede and we will go along with it if we 

Lve to. We prefer to see 16 miles an hourf but we'll live 

.th 26. We need a tool out there, particularly in 

ssidential areas, to address citizens' concerns because I 

ite telling people right now, Listen, I need 3 officers to 

s out there to address traffic safety in your residential 

svelopment when I don't have 3 working sometimes. 

onetimes I'm down to one officer out on patrol. He can do 

: with radar. He can make the mothers real happy sending 

sr kids off to school in the morning because they can't do 

: now. 

And one other, if I may. There was a comment 

irlier about the amount of money we make. You know, the 

rerage ticket in Pennsylvania costs the average citizens 

•3.50. We get $12.50 out of that. It costs me money to 

Lve an officer write a ticket. 

I don't see where we're making a whole lot of 

»ney. But if that's all we did in our existence, we'd 
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:ill work very, very, very hard to make 5 percent of our 

>tal revenue. So we're not in it to make money nor should 

! be. But there are some very small departments who are 

Lsically ordered by their locally elected officials to get 

it and generate revenue if they want a new police car. 

That's ludicrous. That shouldn't be. We the 

snnsylvania Chiefs of Police have no control over our 

tmbers, but we have been rather successful in eliminating 

: least 3 of those departments from running on limited 

:cess highways. 

And we have been somewhat instrumental in 

tcouraging other of our members to withdraw that type of 

:tivity from the state highways because they're hurting 

s. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair now recognizes 

spresentative Melio. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. Chief, just for my own benefit, information, you 

sntioned Wildwood, New Jersey. Is that a county function, 

: are you telling me that all of the municipalities in New 

srsey are allowed to use — 

MR. CONNOR: All of the municipalities are 

.lowed to use radar. 

REPRESENTATIVE MELIO: Thank you, Mr. 

Lairman. 
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MR. CONNOR: Yes, Sir. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. The Chair now 

icognizes Representative Paul Costa. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. Chief Connor, thank you for testifying. You 

ist made a comment that if someone's asking you to patrol 

leir neighborhoods for speeding, it takes 3 police 

Ificers? 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, Sir. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Could you explain that 

scause Mr. Herr explained earlier that it's one to clock, 

le to chase. And I'm confused about the 3. Now, if you 

Lve radar, you can limit it to one? 

MR. CONNOR: Yes. See, what happens is if you 

Lve — when you have VASCAR, for example, most of our 

i.gistrates — and that comment about police officers don't 

>se in front of magistrates, I don't know where those 

igistrates are, but I haven't run into a whole lot of 

iem. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Magistrates are elected 

ificials. 

MR. CONNOR: We — no, I'm not going to say 

tat. Most of our magistrates are ex-cops, believe it or 

>t. And they're harder on us than the ones that weren't. 

it we do lose in front of magistrates. To answer your 
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lestion, if you use ESP, for example, you only need 3 

set. 

ESP is electronic speed preventer. I think I 

>t that right. I was never a traffic cop in Philadelphia. 

was in investigations. And I'll answer that question. 

smebody had a question on investigative services. I'll 

lswer that. 

But ESP is 3 feet. So you have either 2 

:rips on the highway itself or 2 beams going across that 

»e LIDAR, and that electronically times the speed as you 

:eak those beams across those 2 wires. And you only need 

feet. So we can use that. 

But the problem is you have the beams set out 

id you have the wires coming back into the patrol car. 

id there's the officer with the ESP device. He clocks the 

peed. Now, he either throws this $4,000 machine out the 

Lndow and takes off after you or he has a chase car. 

That's what we need in residential areas. 

s'd have one at one end of the development, one at the 

:her end of the development, and the third one running the 

3P. Where radar, the officer can sit there in plain view 

i a marked car. He can have the lights on. 

And as they come around that corner in the 

ssidential area, boom, got you. We're not out there to 

2t people who accidentally come down somebody's hill and 
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ck up speed and do an extra 5 miles an hour. We're not 

en looking for the ones that pick up an extra 10. 

But the ones that are doing 15 over the posted 

ieed limit, they're speeding. They're not accidentally 

dng over. They're speeding. They're the ones we want. 

i want the kids that are on their way home from school 

[uealing tires on 2 wheels coming around the curves in 

tsidential areas. They're the ones we want. 

We know there has been abuse. But look at the 

iople who have abused it. They're not the professional 

dice officers in this state. And somebody — I read an 

•tide this morning that Barney Phipps said, or wrote. 

id I know Senator Corman made that statement not too long 

fo. I agree with it wholeheartedly. There are some out 

tere, and we're doing everything in our power to eliminate 

i em. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Thank you. 

MR. CONNOR: There was a question on 

ivestigative services. That means a police department 

iat does complete investigative services following the 

litial report of a crime. In other words, if you have a 

irglary, they follow that through to completion or to the 

sst of their ability to solve the crime, arrest the 

srpetrator and take them to court. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. Representative 
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:rittmatter from Lancaster County. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Thank you. 

lank you, Chief, very much for your testimony. On page 5 

: the bill, it addresses one of the issues that detractors 

ive brought when we haven't been able to pass this 

sgislation in the past; and that's dealing with where the 

slice officer will locate. 

And in this case with this bill, we're talking 

aout the police officer must locate — and there's a few 

>rds in here — in a location that is readily visible to 

le motoring public. In other testimony in Pittsburgh, it 

is talked about that there's a state police policy 

lideline that says something, you know, to the same 

Efect. 

Could you tell me what the chiefs of police, 

lat the municipalities follow; and what is that policy; 

id what's the difference between the current policy now 

id what the policy would be in this bill; and what is the 

slicy of the state police at this time? 

MR. CONNOR: It's my understanding — and I 

srtainly want to make it clear that I don't speak for the 

snnsylvania State Police. But it is my understanding that 

ley have a directive or an order, if you will, that their 

jhicles must be readily visible by the motoring public 

len they're doing traffic enforcement. 
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In other words, no hiding behind billboards; 

it we can hide in plain sight. You don't have to be a 

>cket scientist to realize that if you sit out in the bush 

shind you and it's a light-colored bush and you have a 

.ght-colored police car, it's going to be hard to see. 

We can pick out driveways that have other cars 

irked in them, but we're still out in plain sight. Nobody 

ints anybody hiding under manholes or getting behind 

.llboards. You really don't have to. Again, we're not 

>oking for the average citizen coming down the road 

lydreaming and going over a little bit. We're looking for 

sal violators. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: So this would 

>t create a contradiction. This would really just be 

lforcing what really is the law today? 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, yes. It's nothing new. But 

lere were some concerns by some of the members or some of 

le committee that wanted that addressed and put in there, 

id we had no objection whatsoever. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Thank you very 

ich for clearing that up. 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, Sir. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair now recognizes 

spresentative Levdansky. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Thank you, Mr. 
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[airman. Chief, I appreciate your testimony. You sound 

.ke someone who's pretty knowledgable about this 

articular bill. 

MR. CONNOR: I've only been at it a long time. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay. I just want 

> make sure I understand how this 5 percent cap issue 

>uld be implemented. Okay. It says here that primary use 

: radar is for traffic safety, is for traffic safety but 

: shall be a defense to prosecution if it can be 

jmonstrated that the primary use of the device is to 

jnerate revenue. 

Does that mean that the local department — if 

i pass this, does it mean that the local department could 

3e radar and once they, once their ticket revenue for 

seeding by using radar reaches 4.999 percent, that after 

lat, they wouldn't be able to use radar for enforcement? 

MR. CONNOR: They could use it, but every one 

E their citations would be thrown out at the magistrate's 

svel. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: If, if it were to 

i — if the individual were to plead not guilty and take a 

saring at the magistrate. 

MR. CONNOR: That's true. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Correct? 

MR. CONNOR: That's true. But it's not just 
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dar. It's for traffic enforcement. We're not looking 

st for that radar bill. We're looking for all traffic 

forcement, if all of your traffic enforcement reaches 5 

xcent. And you know it only takes one citizen to make it 

ear that they are above 5 percent. 

And if there's a municipality out there that's 

•using it, it's going to be real clear real early. 

rerybody"s going to be taking a hearing. They're out of 

isiness. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Meaning ESP, 

LSCAR — 

MR. CONNOR: Every one of them. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: — and radar? 

MR. CONNOR: Every one of them. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: By using all of 

lose technologies, you could not generate revenue in 

:cess of 5 percent of a local municipal's budget? 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, Sir. You're not going to do 

: unless that's all you do. Now, there was — and we're 

sll aware of the local municipality right adjoining 

xrisburg. I believe that that's all they did. They're 

it cops. They're not law enforcement. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: But there may be 

one circumstances. I mean, honestly, listening to some of 

ie, some of the members talk about situations on state 
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.ghways in their districts, I mean, there may be a 

Ltuation that would warrant writing tickets to promote 

ifety that would generate 8 percent or 10 percent revenue. 

it under this bill, that wouldn't be allowed to be 

ippening. 

MR. CONNOR: You know, for any department to 

3 that 5 percent, I'm going to be absolutely amazed 

scause when we looked at it — when I say we, it was a 

Election of police officers that did it initially. We 

joked at the money that came into each municipality that 

3 selected. 

And we had Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and a 

inch of smaller departments and municipalities. Nobody 

7t even close to 5 percent. Most of us were less than 1 

srcent. So 5 percent is a tremendous amount of money per 

micipality. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: So you have the 

:atistics that show what the present use by local police 

t VASCAR and ESP, how much revenue is generated? 

MR. CONNOR: I would probably be able to get 

Lam Herr to get that a lot quicker. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay. I'd really 

Lke to be provided with that information. That would be 

slpful. And just one final question. Rather than deal 

Lth this whole arbitrary 5 percent and, you know — like I 
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Ly, in some municipalities, it may, it may be the right 

ling to do to write tickets to get good enforcement 

jcause of safety violations and dangers. Okay? 

How about the idea that I postulated a little 

.t earlier about let's just take all this revenue written 

r tickets, whether it's written by state police, whether 

:'s written by locals using either ESP, VASCAR, or radar, 

it it, collect it all at the state level with the 

jquirement that the state take that revenue and distribute 

: out to all the municipalities so that we don't keep it? 

MR. CONNOR: The problem with that, Sir, is a 

>t of the municipalities that get that money do not 

ipport their own police departments. And I know my 

Lected officials would go right through the roof if I 

jreed to that because it wouldn't be a share, a fair 

stum. Now, we don't generate — 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: So you're saying 

>cal government — I want to make sure I understand. 

ju're saying local governments that don't employ local 

)lice — 

MR. CONNOR: That's correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: — presently have 

:cess to that specific state fund? 

MR. CONNOR: That part of the state fund, yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Well, maybe we 
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lould create a separate restricted receipt account. I 

ian, I hear what you're saying. You're right. If they're 

>t sharing the local burdens of providing for their local 

>lice department, they ought not receive revenue from 

lis. 

But why can't we create a separate restricted 

sceipt account just to collect the revenue by local police 

le of, of radar and send that money back to those 

micipalities that employ their own police? 

MR. CONNOR: I don't think you're going to get 

i argument there from law enforcement. But I think the 

rgument would be from the elected officials, the locally 

.ected officials. 

REPRESENTATIVE LEVDANSKY: Okay. Thank you. 

MR. CONNOR: Thank you, Sir. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Let me just add something 

tere. It's the intent of the legislation that once you 

sach the 5 percent, that doesn't mean the police officers 

sase writing the traffic tickets. But any additional 

svenue comes to the state over and above the 5 percent. 

And maybe that's not really spelled out the 

iy it should be in the legislation. 

MR. CONNOR: Well, I think to me, that would 

.ear up Mr. Levdansky's concern. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Because otherwise, there 
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raid be no incentive. No, it doesn't say it; but it was 

Lways, that was always the intent of the legislation not 

> cease from writing tickets after you've reached 5 

jrcent. That would be ridiculous. The fact is — 

MR. CONNOR: We certainly would not object to 

iat, that the additional monies over 5 percent would go to 

ie, right to the state. We have no objection to that. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair now recognizes 

spresentative Fairchild. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you, Mr. 

lairman. On the first page — and I think we talked about 

lis earlier. Basically, our Governor says if you do the 

rime, you do the time. How do you — how would you 

idress a constituent, if you were one of us, who 

slieved — and hopefully we make fair laws that are fair 

3 everyone where if you are caught speeding by the state 

Dlice, you're going to be assigned points. 

Where if you're caught speeding the same road, 

ie same exact speed limit by municipal police, you're not 

3ing to be assessed points. And understanding that your 

Lvelihood could be drastically affected by your ability to 

rive. And if your license is suspended, obviously you 

Dine times, you can't get to work. 

Especially in rural Pennsylvania, this is a 

coblem that we've seen when people's driver's licenses has 
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sen suspended. My question basically is, How do you 

Idress the fairness issue when you have that situation? 

MR. CONNOR: It's not fair, Sir. It's nowhere 

jar fair. It's a compromise that we in municipal law 

lforcement have agreed to live with, though. But it's not 

lir. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Well, you may have 

jreed to it; but I'm not sure my constituents agreed to it 

len we try to make laws that are fair and equal for 

reryone across the state. So I would just hope that you 

juld perhaps revisit that somehow. And I understand your 

ssition. You would rather have it the other way. 

But — and we get into a whole other set of 

roblems. That's probably why the compromise was made. 

MR. CONNOR: I think in fairness, if we 

sached a similar cushion, if you will, with the 10 miles 

1 hour and the 5 miles an hour that we currently have, 

lat to me would be more than fair because everybody would 

>t the same treatment across the board. 

Like I said, this was a compromised bill. It 

Ld not come without bloodshed. It was very painful to 

iny of us. We have agreed to this bill as it's written 

>w. If you folks on the committee and certainly the 

sneral Assembly deem to change it, we would be more than 

ippy and grateful that you did. 
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But we felt — when I say we, I'm talking 

>out not only the members of law enforcement and local 

jvernment that were involved but the members of your own 

>dy that were involved. We felt that this one had a 

lance. And after 40 years, we really hope it's our time. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you. Just as 

closing question, are you aware of any other laws in 

snnsylvania that are administered this way where the same 

rime or the same violation results in a different penalty? 

MR. CONNOR: No, Sir, I am not. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Representative Watson. 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: Thank you, 

spresentative Leh. Thank you for your testimony, Chief. 

ist something that you said in answer to another question. 

id perhaps you could — I'm confused. You referred to, 

len we talked about the no points — and it gets to 

xnething we were just talking about — but the 26 miles, 

3U said that it comes from NHTSA, that the 26 

Lie — because that constitutes reckless driving? 

MR. CONNOR: It's the Federal Department of 

ransportation that came from. 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: It came from DOT? 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, Ma'am. 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: If it 
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institutes — is that a legal definition of reckless 

riving? And therefore, my question gets to, if that's the 

use, could an officer, when you're also speeding, then 

Jsue you that ticket for reckless driving, which most 

ificers don't like to do because it's very hard when you 

2t before a judge to define it? 

MR. CONNOR: I would imagine if we got that 

sfinition to come out legally throughout Pennsylvania, we 

raid. I would prefer that they did not. I don't think it 

Des local law enforcement or law enforcement at all any 

ceat advantage to just load up on tickets for the same 

Efense. 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: I'm not that — it's 

jst I — 

MR. CONNOR: But they could, yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: I want to be in the 

pirit of compromise. And I'm new. So I'm trying. But I 

ist have trouble when if you're already over 25 miles and 

)w I'm adding 25 and 26 to that one, you're seriously 

sckless if you're in my neighborhood with children. 

I mean, I would have liked that a little lower 

3 really get you. And I mean, I'm sorry. But there are 

?o many children and too many — you know, I come from 

ssidential suburban areas. And that just — that's a 

Dt. I mean, 26 over 25, that's — okay. Thank you. 
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MR. CONNOR: Well, Ma'am, we understand that 

is is a tough sell. And we're doing our best to — 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: I know. And Sir, I'm 

>ing my best to buy it. I really am. Honest. 

MR. CONNOR: We certainly appreciate your 

tpport. And with a brother in law enforcement in Bucks 

>unty, I'm sure that I'll pass your kind comments along. 

tank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Representative Watson, I 

tare your concern. But I think you have to understand 

tat if every legislator was from Bucks County, 26 would be 

to much. But when you have legislators from the western 

Lrt of the state — 

REPRESENTATIVE WATSON: I understand. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: — where 75 over might be a 

.nimum — so this is West Texas out in Pennsylvania. 

lyway, Representative Dick Hess from Bedford County. 

REPRESENTATIVE HESS: Not quite West Texas but 

ose. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: From where you are, Dick, it 

t • 

REPRESENTATIVE HESS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

def, just one question. If there was the sunset 

ovision added to this bill, where would you be then? 

MR. CONNOR: Sir, I believe there is a sunset 
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ovision in this bill, unless it was taken out. And the 

lason it was put in, if we in municipal law enforcement 

m't do the right thing, this tool could be taken off of 

:. Now, if we prove that we are trustworthy, if you will, 

id able to do the right thing, perhaps we can expand upon 

• • 

REPRESENTATIVE HESS: Excuse me. I apologize. 

misread that or missed it somehow. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Paul Parsells. 

MR. PARSELLS: Real quick. Chief, thanks for 

arifying the limited access highway. That's, as you 

LOW, probably my main point for bringing it up. And 

.early, I understand Representative Watson's concerns. 

id those roads should have local law enforcement. 

But the situation you mentioned in the 

micipality around here set your cause back 10 years as 

iu well know. 

MR. CONNOR: Yes, Sir. 

MR. PARSELLS: And so I guess my question is, 

» you believe that the state police should be involved in 

lis decision for limited access highways? 

MR. CONNOR: Positively. It's their mandate. 

id the state police should determine which departments are 

ofessional enough to be up there assisting them on the 

.ghways. They know which ones are abusing it. And they 
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>n't want them up there any more than we do. 

MR. PARSELLS: Great. Thank you very much, 

lief. 

REPRESENTATIVE MARSICO: Mr. Chairman, I have 

question. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Yes. Representative 

irsico. 

REPRESENTATIVE MARSICO: Thank you. Chief, if 

?u're given the authority to use radar or LIDAR through 

lis bill, which would you prefer, radar or LIDAR, and why? 

MR. CONNOR: I think in our case, local law 

iforcement would be better off with radar because we don't 

ave to pick one vehicle out of a bunch going down the 

aad. With LIDAR, LIDAR*s primary capability is to, uses a 

Lngle beam to address one particular car out of a bunch. 

We're primarily interested in that one 

seeding car through a residential area. So radar would be 

robably most beneficial for our purposes. 

REPRESENTATIVE MARSICO: Isn't radar proven, 

CDAR proven to be safer, using LIDAR safer than radar? 

MR. CONNOR: No, Sir. That was a 

Lsconception that was passed around and passed around and 

assed around. But OSHA, for example, found that there is, 

lere are absolutely no adverse effects to the use of radar 

3r the average citizen. 
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For example, I think radar uses somewhere in 

le area of the energy of 6 fire flies, microwave ovens, 

ill telephones, but significantly more times radio energy 

lan what radar does. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Yes. One last question from 

;, Chief. Should this bill, should this bill get out of 

jmmittee and reach the House floor, I know there's, I know 

lere's at least one representative out there that would 

robably submit an amendment to allow a local referendum on 

idar. Would you be supportive of that? 

MR. CONNOR: What we would prefer to see is 

lat our elected officials have an ordinance passed or a 

^solution passed to allow us to use radar. I don't think 

referendum is necessary. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. I want to thank you, 

lief. It's been a pleasure to work with you over the past 

w many years. 

MR. CONNOR: Thank you, Sir. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Year and a half or whatever. 

it you — I think you've come a long way. I want to thank 

>u for it. You've been a pleasure to work with. Thank 

ju for your testimony. Amy, do you have anything you wish 

3 say? 

MS. CORL: Basically, I'd just like to thank 

jpresentative Watson for her comments about police 
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ficers in Bucks County. And Bucks County is more the 

>rm in Pennsylvania. They're not all bad. They're good 

lople, and they really want this for traffic safety. 

Most police officers don't really care what 

ie budget of their police department is. They care that 

Ley keep people going slow in their department, in their 

eas and that they answer the concerns of their citizens. 

id speeding is a concern of a number of citizens in 

snnsylvania. And I appreciate your comments and will pass 

tern on. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I know as a tidbit from my 

TO area — and I live, myself, I live in a subdivision. 

id in that subdivision, there runs a road that goes from 

ie main highway to the next. And the people started to 

se that road as a main thoroughfare. And houses on both 

.des. They travel very rapidly on it. 

So the neighbors that lived on that road got 

igether. They called the supervisors. The supervisors 

>t the police out there. And the police — this is what 

te police chief told me: 90 percent of the people they 

-rested lived on that road. So then they caught hell for 

» • 

MS. CORL: We get calls in our office all the 

.me from citizens saying, Why can't you stop these 

teeders? And technically, a number of them don't know 
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lat local police can't use radar. And they are trying to 

st us to get their police officers out there with radar 

ins. 

So I think it's something the 

Ltizens — certainly, they don't like getting tickets. 

it I think it's something that they are looking for us to 

s able to provide, a service for us to provide to them. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Again, thank you very much. 

:'s been a pleasure. 

MR. CONNOR: Thank you, Sir. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Next, the Chair would like 

3 recognize John Mancke. Is that how you pronounce that, 

3hn? 

MR. MANCKE: Mancke. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Mancke. 

MR. MANCKE: Good afternoon. I'm John Mancke, 

i attorney whose practice concentrates in motor vehicle 

aw. For over 30 years, I've been actively defending 

arsons charged with motor vehicle violations, including 

adar speeding offenses. 

As a licensed FCC radar operator, I have 

inducted hundreds of experiments with radar devices, 

icluding those models used by the Pennsylvania State 

jlice. Those in support of legislation such as this often 

lggest that radar is more accurate and easier to use. 
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lis simplistic approach minimizes the problems inherent in 

le use of radar and ignores the potential for abuse. 

If radar is improperly used, incorrect and 

jurious readings can result. The Pennsylvania Superior 

>urt has noted that radar contains inherent dangers of 

laccuracy if not carefully used. The court has correctly 

iinted out that the measurement of speed by radar can be 

id is frequently distorted by objects in the environment 

: by another moving object. 

The legislative proposal concerning the 

Dmpletion of a training course before the use of radar or 

CDAR by local police is inadequate. I believe that the 

se of a nationally standardized course, such as NHTSA 

rogram entitled Basic Training Program in Radar Speed 

inagement, should be legislatively mandated before any 

Eficer, including the state police, can use radar or 

[DAR. 

Further, any standards that are adopted should 

2 made available readily to the public so that the public 

in be a watchdog of those officers that would use it 

aproperly. Now, you may suggest, Well, the state police 

ive regulations now and they're trained now. However, I 

slieve that legislation that says they do not or does not 

indate that they have to be trained in the same manner 

ikes no sense. 
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I believe the state police training is 

rrently inadequate to ensure that misuse does not occur. 

id I say that I am talking about a small portion of the 

ate police, but I am talking about actual events that 

ive occurred. 

I brought along the approved radar unit 

iproved by the state police. This is their model. Now, 

iu say. Well, what is that? You notice there's no sight 

L it. There's nothing to indicate which vehicle is being 

.med other than the screens here. 

You know, when the state police went to 

>prove this unit for use, they didn't even realize when 

ley tested it that it failed PennDOT regulations. They 

irchased through GSA — and I have the records right here 

> show the signature of the State Trooper that marked 

(proved. 

I have the readings that they obtained when 

tey tested it. Not only does it point out that this unit 

.cks up heater fans, air-conditioning units that are in 

le vehicles — they got readings off of both — but it 

so notes in the testing that they performed that at 140 

les an hour, it read 138. 

It immediately has to be taken out of service, 

mnot be used in Pennsylvania under PennDOT regulations. 

istead, what do you have? You have from the state 
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>lice — 

CHAIRPERSON 6EIST: Excuse me a second. Can I 

sk a technical question while you're — 

MR. MANCKE: Sure. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: On the, what's 

jnsidered — on what's considered the frontal area by 

sfinition with curvature and everything where a small 

sorts car is going to have a smaller frontal square inch, 

3 it possible to have that car at 75 mile an hour and a 

ruck at 85 mile an hour coming way behind it — 

MR. MANCKE: Absolutely. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: — and appear as 

E — because of the area reflective, what they call the 

sflective area; is that correct? 

MR. MANCKE: That is correct. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Would you explain that to 

ie committee a little bit? 

MR. MANCKE: Sure. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: I mean, a lot of this is 

yt understood at all. And I've been doing so much reading 

Lght now, I feel like I'm back in mechanical engineering 

:hool. But the problem that you have with it — and what 

yt me started was the guy in Florida that timed the 

Dconut palms at 85 mile an hour when the wind was blowing. 

But this whole area of what you read and what 
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u see when the officer sees the car, truck coining way, 

y back is actually the profiled vehicle; is that correct? 

MR. MANCKE: Yes. It's called vehicle 

adowing is what the courts have used where — and the 

rthwestern Traffic Institute, which is recognized as one 

the police institutes, has a good photo of this or 

.agram of this where they put a motorcyclist first 

(1lowed by a car followed by a truck. 

And they've indicated there's no way you can 

! sure which vehicle is being timed. They actually 

iggest a 3 second interval between vehicles before you 

.me for radar. That's their suggestion, not mine. I 

[ree with it. But I think it's important to know that 

;'s the Northwestern Traffic Institute. 

Representative Stairs earlier had asked a 

testion — I don't think he got the answer to it — does 

ie problem increase when you're in a cluster of vehicles 

i local roads? We were running some experiments yesterday 

>r one of the local TV stations. 

And as the cars went by us, our radar unit was 

imping from 30 miles an hour to 41 just one right after 

ie other, the numbers. And that wasn't an isolated 

icident. We had some others that were going 34 up to 44. 

uster of vehicles. Which vehicle is going faster? 

Now, are you concentrating and looking at the 
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ick of the screen here; or are you looking at which 

shicle might be going faster in that cluster? How do you 

ike that determination? That's, that's a real problem in 

le local roads where you're going to have heavier traffic. 

Now, in the isolated areas and the interstate 

Lghways, you got to be careful because, you know, we had a 

Ltuation — and this is isolated. There are other 

istances. But we had a photo, which we couldn't 

iderstand because the state police apparently allowed it 

3 be taken and put in the newspaper. 

And the trooper was using the radar like this 

lile he was hiding in a PennDOT truck looking in the 

Lrror holding the radar gun back this way. And here's the 

tioto. Now, I can't conceive that somebody would even 

iiggest that that's a proper way to use radar. And it was 

lis model radar unit. 

So I've seen these. I've seen officers taking 

shortcut. And remember, this is not every trooper. I'm 

at suggesting it is. But you've probably seen it. I've 

sen it where they can only get parallel to the roadway. 

D they take the radar gun. They shoot it into the left 

Lrror, bounce it off the mirror. It goes back, hits the 

shicle, comes back into the mirror and bounces into the 

adar unit. 

And the worst I ever saw was on 81 where it 
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une around the curve. The officer was shooting it into 

le center mirror back through the window, the rear window. 

>w, I have to tell you, I had a video camera. I went — I 

.most said flying up. I drove up, said I got to get this, 

une back around 81, decided do I use one of those centers 

5 an emergency — yeah, this was an emergency in my 

stimation. 

Statute of limitations has run, went back, had 

le unit, had the unit focused. And I'm driving down the 

>ad videotaping this. I came around the corner. He had 

JO people pulled over. So these are not, these are 

>ncerns of mine. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Did you hand out your 

isiness card? 

MR. MANCKE: I did not, no. I did not do 

lat. But these are concerns of mine that maybe there are 

lortcuts being taken now. And I'm worried about the abuse 

lat we, used by local police. So I'm suggesting you use 

le national standard. 

There already is in place through NHTSA a 

raining program. So we don't need a training program. I 

link that you have to require the state police — this 

Lll doesn't even have any training program for LIDAR for 

:ate police. 

So you're going to have what happened in New 
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jrsey early on with LIDAR; and that was, their officers 

une to court and didn't know what it was and didn't know 

>w to explain it. And the courts had, had thrown out 

lose type of cases. So I think that has to be added to 

art • 

I want to mention that last fall, I was asked 

T the Morning Call why I was against local police getting 

idar in the Lehigh Valley area. And quite frankly, I was 

1, I was waiting to meet with the police chief. And I 

Lnd of felt bad. I'm dicing police officers when I'm 

liting for a favor from him to discuss an accident that 

:curred. 

And she kept me on the phone for quite a 

lile. I said, I have to go, I have to go. And as we were 

saving the conversation, she said to me, Well, I don't 

low why you're so against it. We have a police chief down 

sre that's running radar now and writing them up under 

L.ll, which is obedience to traffic control devices. 

I said, He's doing what? She said, Oh, yeah. 

said, Well, I haven't heard of that since we stopped a 

ly in York from doing that. And I said. Are you sure? 

le said, Oh, yeah. He told me that's what he's doing. 

id he's really stopping them from speeding. 

I said, Well, he's in violation of federal 

iw. And she said, What do you mean? I said, He's in 
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.olation of the FCC law. And when I spoke the following 

»nth down at Lehigh County at the Bar Association, one of 

le judges and the district attorney both came up to me; 

id they knew exactly who that person was that was using 

Ldar in their municipality. I'm assuming he has since 

sen told not to do it. 

But those are the kind of questions I have. 

id again, I'm not criticizing or suggesting that every 

>lice officer is going to use it in this fashion. But you 

ive to be careful. 

One other comment, and that is on the 60-day 

irsus 3 years. When the state police had this unit — and 

^member, it did not pass PennDOT regulations. But 6SA 

tid $329,478 for them — they dropped this. They dropped 

: on the floor. And when they dropped it on the floor, 

le lens cover flew off. Now, before I want to be timed by 

lat unit, I want to have it rechecked. 

Another problem that was occurring with this 

>del — and again, this was the cheapest of the 6. This 

ise is a Samsonite case. They don't have Samsonite cases. 

it I left the rubber the same as it was other than this 

>ot to show you that this is the way this was to be put in 

ire, the cord. They had a little hole there. They stuck 

: in there. Guess what happened. These were being 

iredded right off here. 
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So they had to put tape over the hole so the 

roopers wouldn't put it back in there and break it off. 

iree years is way, way too long to allow for an 

Ificer — and remember, these are being used by a whole 

>t of different officers — to allow them to have a 3-year 

srtificate and say it's okay. 

I think that should remain at the 60 days if 

>u're going to pass this legislation, which I generally 

jpose. I'd be happy to answer any questions. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Another, one other 

schnical question. The more that you get into the urban 

:eas, the more chance you have to have that become a 

jceiver; is that correct? 

MR. MANCKE: Yeah. You can — we've shown 

cperiments. We did a videotape for the Pennsylvania Bar 

istitute a couple years back. And we ran it up at 322 up 

r that restaurant when you used to go through the town 

lere. And we were actually showing the building going 42 

Lies an hour because what was happening, you were bouncing 

; off the glass in front of the restaurant. 

You have to be careful of those spurious 

ladings. You also have to be careful of that vehicle 

inching problem that I mentioned earlier. 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: I represent a city. What 

sgree of inaccuracy would be on the readings in a city 
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iere you have all kind of lights and all kind of stuff? 

MR. MANCKE: You can get — it's not as 

amatic as what happened in Florida, quite frankly, where 

tey get the trees going a speed because there's something 

ihind that. For example, you may be looking at a tree; 

it there's a car. These things go 4,000 feet. That's 

tat the manufacturer, not what I say, what the 

inufacturer admits to. 

So that you may get something far away and not 

scognize that because you're concentrating on the tree. 

iere are some problems with air-conditioning units, like I 

Lid, defrosters, those kind of things. There are also 

>me electronic devices that have kicked it off. 

I think the bigger problem is going to be the 

shicle bunching, though. I would hope if it's passed, 

tat any officer would go and survey the area before they'd 

te it to make sure they're not getting that electronic 

iterference. I think all of that you'll find in the NHTSA 

raining that's already prescribed there. 

I'd rather see if it's going to pass, which 

fain I express my reservations, it should be a national 

:andard. You're using the national standard to pick out 

lich device you're going to use. Why aren't you using the 

Ltional standard for training? 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: In the wisdom of the 
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sneral Assembly, which is not always perfect, we have 

Llowed for arbitrary posting of speed limits in 

svelopments and other areas. And in the law, we have 

isisted that the 85 percentile in the surveys be in place 

sfore this is used on any road. Would you take a second 

id explain why that is good business? 

MR. MANCKE: You mean as far as the 

igineering and traffic studies are being performed? 

CHAIRPERSON GEIST: Yes. 

MR. MANCKE: That was done — and I remember 

len the whole discussion came down on that in the '70s. 

le of the concerns there was that, again, for revenue 

urposes, you would be setting up 15 mile per hour zones 

tien there wasn't any basis for doing it. So that was 

here for that purpose. 

I do feel that even though currently the law 

ays that it has to be more than a 10 mile an hour increase 

afore, or decrease before you put on the speed zone 

sduced ahead signs, I think you ought to do that right 

way whenever it's being reduced rather than saying 11 or 

aove and not at a 10 mile an hour because there have been 

Dine abuses there as well where they set up. 

And I know you have the 500 feet requirement. 

it remember, if this thing's reading 4,000 feet back, 500 

set is nothing. 
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CHAIRPERSON LEH: The Chair recognizes 

spresentative Strittmatter. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER; Thank you. 

lank you for your testimony. You pointed out the 

laccuracy of the radar and LIDAR. But isn't that more 

scurate than what the local police are using now, the 

LSCAR with, you know, their own hand-held device? 

MR. MANCKE: I would agree with the potential 

>r VASCAR. But obviously, the infrared devices that was 

iferred to before, the ESP, by the Chief, I mean, that's 3 

set apart running the beam across. There are potential 

:ror there if the unit is not completely level and you get 

irt of the vehicle, the wrong part of the vehicle on 

lfrared beam "A" and don't get the same on infrared "B." 

But there — that's a lot less subject to the 

>tential for vehicle identification problems than radar 

s. And again, you have to be careful using radar. You 

ive to say, You know what? I'm not sure about that one. 

m going to let that one go. Maybe he was going that 

ist, but I just can't be sure. 

And you have to have the mentality to say I 

>n't know. And we were doing that yesterday when I was 

:ying to explain to the television people, Look, you just 

>n't know. You can assume that the faster vehicle, when 

>u look up from the screen, was the one that you got; but 
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>u c a n ' t be sure . 

And that's the difficulty. And that takes 

idividual training. And I think that's, again, refers 

ick to a national standard of training that should be part 

E any bill that's passed. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: But the idea is 

?r public safety. And the idea is that many people are 

sing killed and injured needlessly because of high speed. 

3 the local enforcement of VASCAR, is that proper? Or are 

lere as many problems, as you've pointed out, that the 

:ate police would have today? 

MR. MANCKE: I don't like VASCAR as a unit for 

peed timing. I've never liked it. I opposed it when they 

litially proposed it. But I have said consistently that 

le electronic strips and the laser beam across the 

Lghway, they're pretty accurate if they're properly used; 

id they don't have the vehicle identification problems 

lat radar has. I have to concede that. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: So your 

lggestion is that we should be moving in that direction 

ither than the radar. So if we gained, if we gained any, 

lything out of this testimony that we heard from you 

>day, it would be that we should be switching to those 

Lnds of strips to be used electronically on all our 

Lghway s. 
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MR. MANCKE: You have to — the strips — 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: In order, in 

:der to enforce properly, that that would be the way to do 

* • 

MR. MANCKE: I think the Chief would be the 

Lrst to tell you, cold weather, you can't put the strips 

1 the roadway. We've done some filming with that where 

le strips started to fly up because it got too cold in the 

rening as we were filming this. The infrared beams 

Liminate the weather problems unless it's a torrential 

Dwnpour, torrential snow, which you shouldn't be using 

idar anyway. 

So I think the local police have the adequate 

sols to enforce speed. I realize that they're concerned 

lat the radar would only require one officer. But I 

sally think that you have to be careful. I think you 

sally have to go out in the individual setting, individual 

rea and run radar for a while in a local area and see, see 

b actually happen. 

And I don't know that you're going to find 

lat it's the panacea that everybody thinks it is. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Okay. The Chair recognizes 

spresentative Fairchild. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you, Mr. 
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airman. You said the Genesis unit did not meet PennDOT 

ecifications? 

MR. MANCKE: That is correct. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: You also referred 

i the, that there were 5 models being considered by the 

ate police. 

MR. MANCKE: There were 5 other models, yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Did any of the 

:her models meet the specifications of PennDOT? 

MR. MANCKE: The only specifications I 

sceived from GSA, the only one that I received was the one 

>r the hand-held because that was the one that was 

(proved. I did not request nor do I know that the state 

>lice did it because Genesis was the lowest of the bids. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: What criteria did 

snnDOT use to establish their technical criteria? 

MR. MANCKE: They have — PennDOT regulations 

Lve been in effect for many, many years. And with radar, 

lere are certain steps that have to be taken whenever it's 

isted. In this case, they run tests starting 10 miles an 

iur, 15 miles an hour and 20. This unit generally does 

>t read 10 and 15. 

But then in 5 intervals, mile per hour 

itervals, they test this, they bench test it up to 140 

.les an hour. Those can be — they cannot be more than 
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Lus zero or minus one. And clearly, the last tests of 

lose tests it failed. I mean, it's obvious in the 

jcuments we received. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: I'm curious. As an 

:torney representing clients who feel that they have been 

ronged, why doesn't the judge, how can any court uphold 

le use of these machines when they do not meet the 

pecifications of the state? 

MR. MANCKE: Well, in many instances, it's 

Lfficult to prove how radar was being used and whether it 

as being used properly or improperly because the trooper 

ay say I was using it in this fashion. And then you're 

sing to have to have the evidence to show that maybe it 

asn't being used in that fashion. Maybe it was being shot 

i the window. And some of them have admitted it. And 

len in those instances, it's a not guilty decision. 

The difficulty with radar for us, the thing we 

Dok at is vehicle identification. For example, I will ask 

i officer — he will testify my client was the only 

shicle in the zone of influence. I will say, What is the 

ine of influence? He will say, I don't know. 

Well, then how do you know that he was the 

ily vehicle in the zone of influence? We are not trained 

i that. We do not have to answer that question. Judge, I 

DJect to the question. Now, all that does is raise 
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asonable doubt as to what occurred. 

So thank you very much. Is there anything 

se I can do? So maybe I'm shooting myself in the foot by 

iggesting a method in which the officers would be properly 

ained so they could answer the basic question so that 

ten I ask the question, I don't get an answer I don't 

LOW. 

For example, I asked a trooper one time about 

iat she was taught about Doppler, the Doppler principle 

.th radar. And she said. Well, that's not relevant 

scause it wasn't raining outside. And these are actual 

ises. Now, I was shocked; the judge was shocked. 

But you just guess who won the case. So I 

san, again, I may be shooting myself in the foot by 

iggesting a method, if you're going to pass something, 

tat would properly and adequately prepare people for 

istimony and for the use and be able to give up those 

lestionable cases. And that's, that's the point I want to 

ike. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Just one last 

testion, if I may, a technical question. I understand 

iese things can and perhaps should be, from a safety 

spect and everything else, be mounted outside the vehicle, 

referably the rear window? 

MR. MANCKE: Well, in answer — and I heard 
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ie Chief talk earlier that the safety thing was kind of 

ink. Remember, though, it was the police that sued 

icause they got cancer. And, you know, I made — 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: I understand that. 

MR. MANCKE: And either in the eyes or in the 

ssticles in one case out of Connecticut. When you buy one 

E these, you will have a federal disclaimer in the front 

E it « 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: I understand that. 

MR. MANCKE: — from the human services. 

REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: My question wasn't 

scessarily on that aspect of the safety. It was then when 

lese are externally mounted, how do you aim it so you 

2t — 

MR. MANCKE: Good point. That's the problem 

lat I tried to suggest, even with the hand-held if you're 

sing to hold it back here. I mean, all you have to do is 

link about hunting. And whoever puts a gun out here, 

soks in a mirror here and expects to be able to shoot 

Dmething accurately back there, I agree with you 

loleheartedly that that's a problem. 

They don't have sights on them. But if you're 

yt even at least looking down in the area consistent with 

lat beam of influence, it's very, very difficult to be 

ire which of the vehicles you're getting. 
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REPRESENTATIVE FAIRCHILD: Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: John, thank you very much. 

MR. HANCKE: Okay. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Appreciate it. Appreciate 

jur testimony. We look forward to working with you. We 

iy have you back. Not today. 

MR. MANCKE: That's fine. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Next, the Chair would like 

3 recognize Mr. Joseph Picciotti. Thank you very much. 

id feel free to proceed. I would only ask you, with 

sference to time, that — we do apologize — but if you 

suld somehow summarize your testimony. 

I notice the membership here is waning a 

Lttle bit. And I would hate to see for the last testifier 

lere would be nobody here. 

MR. PICCIOTTI: I'll try to get you before you 

save. First of all, my name is Joseph Picciotti, Junior. 

id I'm a retired police chief with a master's degree in 

lblic administration and having been employed in the 

bates of New York and Massachusetts on the local and 

aunty levels. And I now reside with my wife on the border 

E two communities in Pennsylvania, Ferguson and State 

allege. 

During my 35 years serving local communities, 

have personally experienced the benefits of radar 
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iforcement and observed how they enhance the quality of 

Lfe in those communities. Let me just digress for a 
4 

anient and say that I don't think that there's any perfect 

istrument made that doesn't have some unique problems to 

iem. 

But generally overall, radar is probably the 

Dst accurate speed-timing device that we have. The 

snefits to the communities are such that let me take a 

anient and just outline them quickly for you. 

ammunity-oriented policing, as you well know, is something 

tiat every chief that I'm familiar with works hard to 

zcomplish from the time of recruit all the way through the 

raining of their police officers when they hit the 

breets. 

We're very sensitive to the community and the 

sople's needs and their desires. It's a different breed 

f law enforcement of officers and police chiefs that we 

ave today. Most of them are not only highly trained but 

Lghly educated. 

Some of the comments that may have been 

idressed a bit earlier I think were rather archaic and a 

Lstortion of what I've seen in my years in law 

nforcement. But the immediate and tangible response to 

amplaints of speeding in neighborhoods and school zones, 

Dst radar that's ever been used as long as I've been in 
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iw enforcement is within a quarter mile. 

The counselor that was up here before 

jntioned the fact that I think the radar unit operates 

Lmost up to a mile. That's not the use by local police. 

5st local police would be using them in school zones and 

1 neighborhoods. Most of that radar would be used to 

lentify one single car. 

And let me just say briefly that his 

reference for infrared is probably more obvious than you 

salize as opposed to radar. If — radar used properly 

ider proper training is probably the most fail-safe method 

b getting convictions in courts. 

Also, we use display screens for educational 

irposes. We may be called into an area where we'll set up 

display screen that actually shows the speed of moving 

shicles in a neighborhood or in a school zone. And people 

scome aware of it. So it's kind of like an education 

cogram for prevention prior to the use of radar. 

I think that the one thing that hasn't yet 

sen addressed is the increase of public safety through 

sleetive enforcement. Generally, in those areas where 

lere's a high complaint of speeding and a high degree or 

cequency of motor vehicle accidents, radar and LIDAR are 

arget-specific; and they are probably the highest degree 

E accuracy opposed to the methods now being employed in 
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jnnsylvania. 

And by the way, radar does not discriminate in 

ly way. Somebody broached the subject of profiling. 

:ofiling is generally that which is in reference to a 

ractice called probable cause stops. It's not done by 

idar. Radar is indiscriminate because it actually aligns 

le vehicle from a quarter to a mile before it ever gets 

lto the view of the police officer. 

By increased visibility and enforcement 

irough radar, we are proactively enforcing speeding; and 

: is a proven way to reduce street crime and apprehend 

riminals. There is a secondary benefit to the use of 

idar. And I want to tell you that many studies have been 

jne, which I can cite for you or certainly make available 

s you, as to radar's use at more than just reducing 

seeding. 

The propensity to use radar for generation of 

ivenue would probably be evident in any community that is 

resently using one of the more archaic uses of speed 

lforcement. So I don't think that anything would be 

ihanced by the use of radar. 

Laws not enforced fairly and consistently are 

jnored. Speed becomes ineffective. So if you put up your 

peed zones in the, in your communities, they're really 

leffective if people know that there's no enforcement. 
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id I think that ignoring laws becomes acceptable behavior. 

I'm a little bit taken aback since I moved 

lto the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, having lived in 

issachusetts and New York, at the high degree of speeding 

lat I see. On local streets I'm talking about. That's 

lere the accidents occur. That's where you have high 

sdestrian traffic. 

You don't have pedestrian traffic out on the 

Lghways where the state police are designated. If there's 

pedestrian injury or if there's injuries or accidents 

ivolving pedestrians, bicyclists, it's in local areas. 

id this is the one way to combat it. 

Let me talk about the checks and balances on 

tie abuse of radar. Number one, as I already addressed, 

b's the people in the community. The people are very 

seal and work very closely with most of their chiefs of 

slice. They'll make it known as to what they feel is 

cong with the use of the radar if it's being abused. 

They also have an effect on their elected 

fficials. And the elected officials, through 

ppropriations by the way — something that hasn't been 

idressed — control the funding of police departments and 

leir police chief. 

There's no quicker way to send a message to a 

slice executive than to reduce their funding or not allow 
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le appropriations. And the chief of police has a 

jsponsibility to meet the needs of ca l l s for service, 
v 

lich are number one. Calls for service are the first 

icessary response of those officers on that particular 

lift. 

It's not like too many agencies, I don't 

slieve, in the Commonwealth are going to be able to 

ssignate people to sit on a highway for 8 hours a shift. 

lere's just too many other things and too much work for 

Lready burdened police agencies. 

Finally, the judiciary, the judiciary and 

leir dismissal and their review. Contrary to earlier 

sstimony, I can tell you that the magistrates take a very 

areful and jaundiced eye to an enormous amount of influx 

E tickets that may result in some departments. 

They too are members of the community. They 

DO are responsible to their constituents. And you 

robably, by allowing those local police departments with 

ill-time officers — I think — by the way, I commend you 

i the considerations for every aspect of the bill. 

I think you've tried to cover every base 

assible. It's impossible to write a perfect bill. But 

srtainly, you've taken into consideration most of those 

Dncerns. Also, your requiring training and certification 

re important. I think to disallow it and, would be to 
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*ny local communities their right to self-governance. 

I understand you perceive them as 

xistituents. But also local community representatives 

juld like to have their rights to self-governance. And 

3U would also, by disallowing it, you would deny 

ill-time, highly trained police the opportunity to better 

srvice the public needs. 

Somebody mentioned the fact already that when 

ley"re called, they can't tell people that they can 

sspond to their concerns about a school zone or a 

Layground or in the summer when we have more children on 

Lcycles. As people ignore speeding, they ignore 12 months 

E the year. And yet our children are let out of school in 

le summer months, and that's when the accident rate 

icreases. 

To disallow it would also deny police an 

pportunity to reduce crime, as I mentioned earlier. And 

Lnally, to disallow the use of radar is to deny the 

immunity its full effort of its local police at community 

srvice and public safety. 

Let me just add one caveat in conclusion. And 

think I *ve done this in under 5 minutes. So please bear 

Lth me. As I've listened to a lot of the misinformation 

id distortion on use of radar and what's gone on, I 

tarted my law enforcement career in 1960. 
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We've used radar in every state that I've been 

chief executive or have had the pleasure of employment in 

iw enforcement. Think about this fact: You've given 

rery police officer in the Commonwealth the authority to 

irry a loaded gun which can take a life in an instant. 

But you have thus far disallowed them a radar 

in which enhances life and community safety. I think the 

rgument should be turned around the other way. Instead of 

le concerns about money and generation of money and 

inding, which seems to be the major criteria for your 

;cision, it should be more on public safety and enhancing 

le police in their mission in response to the communities' 

ieds. 

Thanks for providing me with the opportunity 

) be heard. I hope you'll seriously research the detailed 

;ientific information available through the International 

ssociation of Chiefs of Police which has a lot of 

:atistical data, have run all kinds of programs through 

le Department of Justice which can be made available to 

>u. 

If I personally can be of any assistance by 

ty to help you make your decision to allow local police 

le opportunity that's necessary as an important tool to 

:complish their mission, do not hesitate to call. 

Let me just apologize for my outburst at one 
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dnt in your meeting. I understand it's a serious 

msideration. However, it was difficult to sit there and 

ie honor and dignity I think I've brought to the job of 

w enforcement and hear some of the misinformation and 

.stortions of truth. It was difficult for me to sit 

tere. But I apologize. Thank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Thank you very much, Joseph. 

:e you aware of any studies or stats that actually, that 

>u could bring forth that would warrant the use of radar 

i urban and suburban areas, I mean, to show that it really 

t a major problem that this body should really be 

[dressing in a relatively specific time? 

MR. PICCIOTTI: Both NHTSA ~ Mr. Leh, both 

[TSA and the International Association of Chiefs of Police 

Lve volumes of studies that have been done on those areas 

tere radar has not been used as opposed to where it has 

sen used. 

There's specific studies in how they affect 

te reduction of minor crimes because we know if we reduce 

.nor crimes and minor violations, we also reduce major 

rimes and major violations. And I think if you want to 

»ok on a larger scale, in New York City, the Governor, the 

tyor of New York City started off with very small, 

isignificant minuscule crimes. 

And as a result of it, it enhanced law 
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lforcement and reduced crimes throughout the entire city. 

>u can go there and feel safe now. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Well, I guess my question is 

:rictly directed at speeding violations. 

MR. PICCIOTTI: Yes, yes. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: And I know — 

MR. PICCIOTTI: There have been studies done, 

3S. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: That would probably be wise. 

3 any members of the committee have any questions? (No 

ssponse.) There being none, Joseph, thank you very much 

ar your time. Appreciate it. 

MR. PICCIOTTI: Thanks a lot. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Next on the agenda, we have 

Lchael Lutz, President of the Fraternal Order of Police. 

r. Lutz, how are you doing? 

MR. LUTZ: Fine. Thank you very much. Thank 

3u for having me here today. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Feel free to begin. And I 

3uld ask you the same thing, that if you can summarize. 

id that will get you out of here sooner and us out of here 

joner. 

MR. LUTZ: Well, you're in luck because I'm 

at an expert. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: I'm far enough away from 
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>me to be one. 

MR. LUTZ: Good afternoon. My name is Michael 

itz. I'm the President of the Fraternal Order of Police 

:ate Lodge, which represents 38,000 active and pension 

>lice officers throughout the Commonwealth. 

I would first like to take this opportunity to 

lank the Chairman and members of the Transportation 

>mmittee for giving me the opportunity to address your 

>mmittee on the issue of, concerning radar. As you may 

scall, in the past, the State Lodge was steadfast in its 

>sition of opposing the use of radar by municipal police 

ificers because of their concern that radar could 

Iversely affect the health of police officers who use the 

idar gun. 

I can assure you that I, as President, am no 

JSS concerned about the health and safety of our law 

lforcement officers in Pennsylvania. We, as law 

lforcement officers, are the front line of defense in a 

sry violent society. As such, we are already confronted 

Lth many hazards on a daily basis. 

However, with proper training, I personally do 

)t view the electronic radio microwave devices, commonly 

iferred to as radar, as being one of these hazards to 

>lice officers. While conducting some research, I found 

lat the University of Washington has conducted scientific 
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udies which indicate that exposure to low level microwave 

.lliwatts of radiation is not a health threat. 

In continuing, according to Law Enforcement 

schnology — that's a periodical — the overwhelming body 

: scientific literature and, almost without exception, the 

Ltire scientific community has arrived at one conclusion: 

raffic radar poses no health risks to police officers. 

This coupled with the fact that the United 

:ates Occupational Safety and Health Administration, OSHA, 

LS been quoted as stating health risks from long-term 

:posures to electronic magnetic radiation have not been 

smonstrated. We cannot identify a clear risk associated 

.th traffic radar operation. 

Despite the seemingly overwhelming evidence 

tat the use of radar by police is a health hazard, I must 

mtion that there may be some who believe that exposure to 

>w level microwaves can adversely affect one's health. It 

: for this reason that I qualify my opening statements in 

ie safe use of radar by the words "proper training." 

I believe that if any fear exists at all 

isociated with the use of radar by police, it can be 

telled by proper training on the safe use of radar. For 

:ample, it should be noted the radar device can be mounted 

i the outside of the vehicle on the driver's side window. 

LOW when to turn the radar on and when to turn the radar 
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:£. 

When using a radar gun, don't lay it on your 

ip. Don't lay the radar gun on the seat next to you. 

ten the radar is turned on, only point it out the window 

id never at the operator. Make sure that the radar device 

; turned off when not in use. 

As you can see, proper training and 

trtification in the use of radar is an absolute must. In 

Ldition to the safety concerns by the Fraternal Order of 

>lice, we also want to ensure that any proposed 

jgislation concerning the use of radar by the municipal 

)lice officers mandates that the primary use of radar is 

>r the purposes of traffic safety and not to generate 

jvenue. 

Traffic safety to protect the citizens of 

jnnsylvania is of the utmost importance. However, crime 

s plaguing our streets and drugs are poisoning our 

tildren. The fight against crime and drug abuse are the 

rimary concerns of police and should not take a back seat 

> the use of radar by police. 

I believe that the open preventive patrol with 

>lice presence is by far a greater deterrence against not 

ily criminal activity but motor vehicle violations as 

ill. Notwithstanding, the use of radar speed-timing 

svices with the necessary training and controls by 
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nicipal police officers will save lives by enhancing 

affic safety. 

Therefore, I strongly urge this panel to 

:hibit their continued support for law enforcement by 

(proving legislation that provides our municipal police 

.th the appropriate tools to better protect our citizens 

i they travel the roads throughout the Commonwealth. 

tank you. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: Mr. Lutz, I want to thank 

>u very much. Are there any members of the committee that 

ive any questions for the gentleman? (No response.) 

lere being none, I wish to thank you again. You were 

rief and concise, and this committee appreciates that. 

MR. LUTZ: Thank you very much, Sir. 

CHAIRPERSON LEH: And it's my understanding 

lis committee will hold one additional hearing in Bucks 

>unty sometime in October. All interested parties will be 

lformed. With that, I'd like to thank everybody for their 

irticipation. And these meetings and this hearing are 

mcluded. Thank you. 

(Whereupon, at 5:22 p.m., the hearing 
adjourned.) 
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